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Abstract
One of the crucial tasks towards the realization of the vision of the
Semantic Web is the efficient encoding of human knowledge in
ontologies. The proper maintenance of these, usually large, structures and,
in particular, the adaptation of ontologies to new knowledge (ontology
change) is one of the most challenging problems in the Semantic Web
research. Due to the uncontrolled and decentralized nature of the Semantic
Web, ontology change is a complicated and multifaceted task; this has led
to the emergence of several different, but closely related, research areas
that deal with the problem. In this report, we attempt to draw a clear line
between these research areas, by underlying their relations, interactions
and overlaps. Our work uncovers a certain gap in the current research and
proposes a supplementary research direction, based on belief revision. We
argue that our approach uncovers an interesting new dimension to the
problem that is likely to find important applications in the future.

Introduction
Ontologies, originally introduced by Aristotle, have found several applications in the area of
Knowledge Representation (KR) and in the Semantic Web [11], because they provide a
means to define the basic terms and relations that comprise the vocabulary of a certain
domain of interest [75]. The importance of ontologies in current Artificial Intelligence (AI)
research is emphasized by the interest shown by both the research and the enterprise
community to various problems related to ontologies and ontology manipulation [84].
One of the most important such problems is the problem of ontology change, which
refers to the problem of modifying a given ontology in response to a certain need. In this
work, we use the term in a broad sense, covering any type of change, including changes to the
ontology in response to external events, changes dictated by the ontology engineer, changes
forced by the need to translate the ontology in a different language or using different
terminology and so on.
Several reasons for changing an ontology have been identified in the literature. An
ontology, just like any structure holding information regarding a domain of interest, may need
to change simply because the domain of interest has changed [101]; but even if we assume a
static world (domain), which is a rather unrealistic assumption for most applications, we may
need to change the perspective under which the domain is viewed [92], or we may discover a
problem in the original conceptualization of the domain; we might also wish to incorporate
additional functionality, according to a change in users’ needs [48]. Furthermore, new
information, which was previously unknown, classified or otherwise unavailable may become
available or different features of the domain may become important [56]. Moreover, ontology
development is becoming more and more a collaborative and parallelized process, whose
subproducts (parts of the ontology) need to be combined to produce the final ontology [71];
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this process would require changes in all the “subontologies” to reach a consistent final state;
but even then, the so-called “final” state is rarely final, as ontology development is usually an
ongoing process [56]. There are also reasons related to the distributed nature of the Semantic
Web: ontologies are usually depending on other ontologies, over which the knowledge
engineer may have no control; if the remote ontology is changed for any of the above reasons,
the depended ontology might also need to be changed to reflect possible changes in
terminology or representation [56]. In other cases, a certain agent, service or application may
need to use an ontology whose terminology or representation is different from the one it can
understand [30], so he needs to perform some kind of translation (change) in the imported
ontology; or we may need to merge or integrate information from two or more ontologies in
order to produce a more appropriate one [97].
The problem of ontology change is far from trivial. Several philosophical problems
related to the adaptation of knowledge in general have been identified in the research area of
belief change (also known as belief revision) [41], [42], [67]; these are obviously applicable to
knowledge represented in ontologies as well. The large size of modern day ontologies makes
this problem even more complicated [84]. But it’s not just that: the Semantic Web is
characterized by decentralization, heterogeneity and lack of central control or authority. This
is both a blessing and a curse; these features have greatly contributed to the success of the
web but they have also introduced several new, challenging and interesting problems, which
didn’t exist in traditional AI.
As far as ontology change is concerned, one such problem is the lack of control on who
uses a certain ontology once it has been published; subtle changes in an ontology may have
unforeseeable effects in depended applications, services, data and ontologies [100]. The
ontology designer cannot know who uses which part of his ontology and for what purpose, so
he cannot predict the effects of the change. The same holds in the opposite direction: if an
ontology is depending on other ontologies, there is no way for the ontology designer to
control when and how these ontologies will change. These facts raise the need to support and
maintain different interoperable versions of the same ontology [56], [70], a problem greatly
interwoven with ontology change [69]. On the other hand, heterogeneity leads to the absence
of any standard terminology for any given domain which may cause problems when an agent,
service or application uses information from two different ontologies [30]. As ontologies
often cover overlapping domains from differing viewpoints and with differing terminology,
some kind of translation may be necessary in many practical applications.
In order to cope with the many different aspects of the problem, several related research
areas have emerged, each dealing with a different facet of the problem of ontology change,
such as ontology alignment, evolution, mapping, merging, articulation, versioning etc. These
areas are greatly interlinked; as a result, several works and systems deal with more than one
of these topics causing a certain confusion to a newcomer.
In this work, we perform a short literature review on the different types of ontology
change (with emphasis on ontology evolution) in an attempt to draw a fine line between these
closely related research fields and study their relation and interaction. Our study critically
reviews the field and uncovers what we consider to be a weakness of the currently used
approach. Based on this fact, we propose an alternative, more formal, logic-based method to
address certain aspects of ontology change, which is inspired and greatly influenced by
previous research on the area of belief change. We argue that this logic-based approach
complements the currently used approaches and could be used as a supplementary tool for
ontology maintenance and change.

Types of Ontology Change
Basic Definitions
Lately, the term ontology has come to refer to a wide range of formal representations,
including taxonomies, hierarchical terminology vocabularies or detailed logical theories
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describing a domain [92]. For this reason, a precise definition of the term is rather difficult.
One definition that is commonly used in the literature was given by Gruber in [47] who
defined an ontology to be a specification of a shared conceptualization of a domain.
A more formal, algebraic, approach, identifies an ontology as a pair (S,A), where S is
the vocabulary (or signature) of the ontology (being modeled by some mathematical
structure, such as a poset, a lattice or an unstructured set) and A the set of ontological axioms,
which specify the intended interpretation of the vocabulary in a given domain of discourse
[65].
As already outlined, we use the term ontology change in a broad sense to cover all
aspects of ontology modification, as well as the problems that are indirectly related to the
change operation such as the maintenance of different versions of an ontology or the
translation of information in a common terminology. In short, we will use the term ontology
change to refer to the problem of deciding the modifications to perform upon an ontology in
response to a certain need for change as well as the implementation of the above
modifications and the management of their effects in depending data, services, applications,
agents or other elements.
The operation of “changing” in the above definition may (but need not) involve
keeping a copy of the original ontology. The “need” to change the ontology may take several
different forms, including, but not limited to, the discovery of new information (which could
be some instance data, another ontology or an observation), a change in the focus or the
viewpoint of the conceptualization, information received by some external source, a change in
the domain, communication needs between heterogeneous sources of information, the
combination of information from different ontologies and so on.
The above definition covers several closely related research areas which are studied
separately in the literature. In this work, we identify 9 such areas, namely ontology alignment,
mapping, morphism, articulation, translation, evolution, merging, integration and versioning.
Each of these areas covers a small part of the complex problem of ontology change from a
different view or perspective, or for different application needs. All these areas are greatly
interlinked and several papers, works and systems deal with more than one of these
subproblems. In the following subsections we will attempt to precisely define the boundaries
of each area and uncover their relations and differences.

Ontology Alignment, Mapping, Morphism, Articulation and Translation
Works related to these areas try to mitigate the problems caused by the heterogeneity of the
Semantic Web. The general motivation for these works is that different sources of information
generally use different terminology, different representation languages and different syntax to
refer to the same or similar concepts. A nice list of use cases where this heterogeneity may
cause problems can be found in [30].
The solution that is generally proposed for the above problem consists of a set of
“translation rules” of some kind that will allow us to nullify the differences in terminology or
syntax. To put it simply, the goal of the whole process is to make two ontologies refer to the
same entities with the same name and to different entities with different names. For example,
an ontology alignment algorithm should be able to identify that two concepts (classes)
RESEARCHER and RESEARCH_STAFF_MEMBER that appear in two different ontologies refer to
the same real-world concept, i.e. the class of all researchers. It should also be able to
differentiate between two different uses of the entity CHAIR, as it could refer to the class of
chairs (as a furniture) in one ontology and to the people forming a Workshop’s Chair in
another ontology.
Therefore, these areas basically deal with the same problem (i.e., how to deal with
heterogeneous information), but the output of the methods (i.e., the result that is produced
towards the solution of the problem) is different in each case. The different research fields are
identified based on the type of “translation rules” that is produced as the output. Due to the
close relationship between these topics, sometimes the term ontology alignment (in [30]) or
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ontology mapping (in [65]) is used to refer collectively to all of these areas. In the following,
we will provide a definition of the above fields and outline their differences and similarities.
Most of the material and the definitions for this subsection are taken from [30], [65].
The term ontology mapping can be defined as the task of relating the vocabulary of two
ontologies that share the same domain of discourse in such a way that the mathematical
structure of ontological signatures and their intended interpretations, as specified by the
ontological axioms, are respected. The result of an ontology mapping algorithm is a
collection of functions (morphisms) of ontological signatures. We could differentiate between
two different types of mappings, the total ontology mapping and the partial ontology
mapping. A total ontology mapping maps the whole source ontology (say O1=(S1,A1)) to the
target ontology O2 while a partial ontology mapping maps a subontology of O1 (say
O1=(S1,A1), with S1S1 and A1A1) to O2.
The above definition restricts the mappings to ontological signatures. A more ambitious
and interesting approach would be to create mappings that deal with both the signatures and
the axioms of the ontologies. The term ontology morphism refers to that approach, i.e., the
development of a collection of functions (morphisms) that relate both ontological signatures
and axioms. Notice that ontology morphism, unlike the other fields discussed in this
subsection, is not restricted to the ontology vocabulary only, but covers the ontological
axioms as well.
In both ontology mapping and ontology morphism, we try to relate the two ontologies
via functions. Alternatively, the two ontologies could be related in a more general fashion,
namely by means of a relation. The task of finding relationships between entities belonging to
two different ontologies is called ontology alignment. So the result of ontology alignment is a
binary relationship between the entities of the two ontologies. This approach is more liberal,
allowing greater flexibility, so it is more commonly used in practice.
A binary relationship could be decomposed into a pair of total functions from a
common intermediate source; therefore, the alignment of two ontologies (say O1, O2) could be
described by means of a pair of ontology mappings, from a common intermediate ontology
(say O0). We use the term ontology articulation to refer to the process of determining the
intermediate ontology (O0) and the two mappings with the initial ontologies (O1, O2).
Finally, the term ontology translation is used in the literature to describe two different
things. Under one understanding, ontology translation refers to the process of changing the
formal representation of the ontology from one language to another (say from OWL to RDF
or from Ontolingua to Prolog). This changes the syntactic form of the axioms, but not the
vocabulary of the ontology. Works related to ontology translation (under this understanding)
leave the vocabulary of the ontology unaffected, dealing with the ontological axioms only.
Under the second understanding, ontology translation refers to a translation of the
vocabulary, in a manner similar to that of ontology mapping. The difference between
ontology mapping and ontology translation is that the former specifies the function(s) that
relate the two ontologies’ vocabularies, while the latter applies this (these) function(s) to
actually implement the mapping.
As was made clear in the above definitions, the above research areas try (with a few
exceptions) to relate the vocabularies of two ontologies. This problem is far from trivial;
methods that are commonly used for this purpose include studying the taxonomic or
mereological structure of the entities, evaluating name similarities (in effect, studying the
string similarity of the entities’ names, under a certain metric) and so on. Other methods use a
thesaurus to study the linguistic similarities of terms (names), use semantic approaches, or
determine the similarity based on the instances of each entity. The final similarity evaluation
may also be affected by the evaluation of the similarity of the entity’s neighborhood. In real
systems, a combination of some of these approaches with some kind of human intervention
usually works best. A detailed classification and description of the above methods can be
found in [30].
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Two of the most important systems that deal with heterogeneity are PROMPT
(originally called SMART) [94], [95], [96] and Chimaera [84]. In [32], the term ontology
matching is used to refer to an ontology mapping algorithm based on the linguistic properties
of terms, using a thesaurus based on WordNet [87]. Some thoughts on the issue of
heterogeneity in the context of the SHOE language can also be found in [56], [57]. An
interesting general-purpose approach to the problem of translation is described in [18]. A
much more extensive list of systems and works related to these research areas can be found in
[15], [30], [65].
Unfortunately, heterogeneity resolution in ontologies still relies on human intervention;
however, the process has to be automatic in order to be practical [65]. In this direction,
advances in the field of natural language processing will probably help researchers gain a
better understanding on the processes behind automatic heterogeneity resolution [65].
But why do we study these fields in a survey related to ontology change? The result of
an ontology mapping algorithm (for example) is a mapping between the vocabularies of two
ontologies instead of a modified ontology. Why does ontology mapping constitute a type of
ontology change? The answer to these questions is twofold: first of all, heterogeneity
resolution constitutes a prerequisite for successful ontology change, as it makes no sense to
try to change an ontology in response to a new information, unless they are both formulated
using the same terminology, language and syntax. So, it makes practical sense to study these
fields along with the problem of ontology change. But it’s not just that. We argue that
ontology mapping (and the related fields) are not simply “closely related” to ontology change
for “practical” reasons; on the contrary, they fall under the definition of ontology change, in
the wide sense of the term that we use in this work.
Indeed, consider two agents with heterogeneous ontologies that need to communicate
and an ontology mapping algorithm that provides a mapping allowing this communication. In
this particular example, the driving force behind ontology mapping is the need for
communication. The mapping produced does not directly modify any ontology; however, it
allows each agent to “change” the other agent’s ontology to fit his own terminology, language
and syntax. So the “change” in this particular case is made on-the-fly by each agent during
each message exchange and it is trivial, if the mapping is given. In this sense, we could
consider ontology mapping as an ontology change algorithm that provides us with a “method”
to change an ontology (but does not perform the change itself), in response to a need, which
in this particular case is the need for communication between agents with heterogeneous
ontologies. Thus, ontology mapping is a part of ontology change in a very real sense. Similar
arguments can be made for the other fields discussed in this subsection.

Ontology Evolution and Versioning
In some works, ontology versioning is considered a stronger variant of ontology evolution
[49]. Under that viewpoint, ontology evolution is concerned with the ability to change the
ontology without losing data or negating the validity of the ontology, while ontology
versioning should additionally allow access to different variants of the ontology. Thus, while
ontology evolution is concerned with the validity of the newest version, ontology versioning
additionally deals with the validity, interoperability and management of all previous versions,
including the current (newest) one. This viewpoint is influenced by related research on
database schema evolution and versioning. An excellent survey on this issue, studying the
differences and similarities of the two fields can be found in [92], where ontologies are
compared with database schemas outlining their differences and these differences’ impact
with respect to (ontology and database schema) evolution and versioning.
Under this understanding however, ontology evolution and versioning become
indistinguishable [92]; due to the distributed and decentralized nature of the Semantic Web,
multiple versions of ontologies are bound to exist and must be supported [92]. Furthermore,
ontologies, as well as dependent elements, are likely to be owned by different parties or
spread across different servers; as a result, some parties may be unprepared to change and
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others may even be opposed to it [56]. All these facts force us to maintain and support
different versions of ontologies, making ontology evolution (under this understanding) useless
in practice.
In this work, we will use the term ontology evolution to refer to the process of
modifying an ontology in response to a certain change in the domain or its conceptualization.
On the other hand, ontology versioning refers to the ability to handle evolving ontologies by
creating and managing different variants of it [69].
Ontology evolution could be considered as the “purest” type of ontology change, in the
sense that it deals with the changes themselves. This is a very important problem, as the
effectiveness of an ontology based application heavily depends on the quality of the
conceptualization of the domain by the underlying ontology [101], which is directly affected
by the ability of an evolution algorithm to properly adapt the ontology to new needs.
On the other hand, ontology evolution cannot be a stand-alone process; the extensive
web of interrelationships that is usually formed around an ontology, forces us to consider the
issue of propagating the changes to dependent elements [80]. This tight coupling has caused
ontology evolution algorithms to deal with these issues as well. For example, in [100],
ontology evolution is defined as the timely adaptation of an ontology to changed business
requirements, to trends in ontology instances and patterns of usage of the ontology-based
application, as well as the consistent management and propagation of these changes to
dependent elements. This definition covers both ontology evolution and versioning. Under
this understanding, ontology versioning and change propagation are considered internal parts
of the process of ontology evolution.
In our work, we differentiate between ontology evolution and versioning, by restricting
ontology evolution to the process of modifying an ontology while maintaining its validity and
ontology versioning to the process of managing different versions of an evolving ontology,
maintaining interoperability between versions and providing access to each version as
required by the accessing element (data, service, application or other ontology).
Ontology evolution is an important field of ontology-related research, as ontologies
often model dynamic environments [100]. As already stated, an ontology is, according to
[47], a specification of a shared conceptualization of a domain. Thus, ontology evolution
(change) may be caused by either a change in the domain, a change in the conceptualization
or a change in the specification [69]. The third type of change (change in the specification)
refers to a change in the way the conceptualization is formally recorded, i.e., a change in the
representation language. This type of change is dealt with in the field of ontology translation,
studied in the previous subsection. Our definition of ontology evolution covers the first two
types of change (changes in the domain and changes in the conceptualization).
Both types of changes are not rare. The conceptualization of the domain may change
for several reasons, including a new observation or measurement, a change in the viewpoint
or usage of the ontology, newly-gained access to information that was previously unknown,
classified or otherwise unavailable and so on. The domain itself may also change, as the real
world itself is not static but evolves over time. More examples of changes can be found in
[69], [92].
In order to cope with the complexity of the problem, six phases of ontology evolution
have been identified, occurring in a cyclic loop [100]. Initially, we have the change capturing
phase, where the changes to be performed are identified. Three types of change discovery
have been identified: structure-driven, usage-driven and data-driven [49]. Once the changes
have been determined, they have to be properly represented in a suitable format during the
change representation phase. The third phase is the semantics of change phase, in which the
effects of the change(s) to the ontology itself are identified; during this phase, possible
problems that might be caused in the ontology by that change are also determined and
resolved. The change implementation phase follows, where the changes are physically applied
to the ontology, the ontology engineer is informed on the changes and the performed changes
are logged. These changes need to be propagated to dependent elements; this is the role of the
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change propagation phase. Finally, the change validation phase allows the ontology engineer
to review the changes and possibly undo them, if desired. This phase may uncover possible
problems with the ontology, thus initiating new changes that need to be performed; in this
case, we need to start over by applying the change capturing phase of a new evolution
process, closing the cyclic loop.
We will try to illustrate the role of the six phases using an example. Suppose that, for
some reason, we decide to remove a concept A from our ontology. During the change
capturing phase we identify the need to remove A and initiate the six-phase process of
ontology evolution.
During the change representation change we determine the kind of change that must be
performed in order to remove A. There are two major types of changes, namely elementary
and composite changes [100] (also called atomic and complex in [102]). Elementary changes
represent simple, fine-grained changes; composite changes represent more coarse-grained
changes and can be replaced by a series of elementary changes. However, it is not generally
appropriate to use a series of elementary changes to replace a composite change, as this might
cause undesirable side-effects [100]. The proper level of granularity should be identified at
each case. Examples of elementary changes are the addition and deletion of elements
(concepts, properties etc) from the ontology. In our particular example, a simple
“Delete_Concept” operation should be enough to perform the required change. This is not
always the case though. For example, we might have wished to move the concept A to some
other point in the concept hierarchy. This is represented by a composite change. There is no
general consensus in the literature on the type and number of composite changes that are
necessary. In [100], 12 different composite changes are identified; in [92], 22 such operations
are listed; in [102] however, the authors mention that they have identified 120 different
interesting composite operations and that the list is still growing! In fact, the number of
definable composite operations can only be limited by setting a granularity threshold on the
operations considered; if we allow unlimited granularity, we will be able to define more and
more operations of coarser and coarser granularity, limited only by our imagination [71].
Thus, creating a complete list of composite operations is not possible, but, fortunately, it is
not necessary either, since a composite operation can always be defined as a series of
elementary operations [71] (at least approximately).
Once the required change is identified (i.e., “Delete_Concept” for the concept A in our
example), we can proceed to the next step of the evolution process, which is the “semantics of
change” phase; at this point, we should identify any problems that will be caused when the
decided change is actually implemented, thus guaranteeing the validity of the ontology at the
end of the process. In our example, we need (among other things) to re-classify the instances
of concept A by determining what to do with those instances; for example, we could delete
them or re-classify them to one of A’s superconcepts. In [100], the authors suggest that the
final decision is made indirectly by the ontology engineer, through the selection of certain
pre-determined “evolution strategies”, which indicate the appropriate action in such cases.
Other approaches are also possible (see [49]).
During the implementation phase, the changes identified in the two previous phases are
actually implemented in the ontology, using an appropriate tool, like, for example, the KAON
API [100]. Such a tool should have transactional properties, based on the ACID model, i.e.,
guaranteeing Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation and Durability of changes. It should also
present the changes to the ontology engineer for final verification and keep a log of the
implemented changes [49].
The change propagation phase should ensure that all induced changes will be
propagated to the interested parties. In [80], two different methods to address the problem are
compared, namely push-based and pull-based approaches. Under a push-based approach, the
changes are propagated to the depended ontologies as they happen; in a pull-based approach,
the propagation is initiated only after the explicit request of each of the depended ontologies.
In both [80] and [100] the authors choose to use the former approach (push-based).
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Alternatively, one could avoid this step altogether, by using an ontology versioning algorithm
[70], allowing the interested parties to work with the original version of the ontology and
update to the newer version at their own pace, if at all. This alternative is considered more
realistic for practical purposes, given the decentralized and distributed nature of the Semantic
Web [56].
Finally, the change validation phase should allow the ontology engineer to review and
possibly undo the changes performed, or initiate a new sequence of changes to further
improve the conceptualization of the domain as represented by the ontology.
The above model for ontology evolution allows us to ignore heterogeneity problems.
Obviously, any ontology evolution method will collapse in the face of heterogeneous
information, unless coupled with an algorithm like those discussed in the previous subsection.
However, heterogeneity is not an issue under the proposed model, because ontology evolution
algorithms assume human participation in the process; the ontology engineer identifies the
change to be performed during the change representation phase, so it can be reasonably
assumed that the change will be represented in a suitable terminology.
Once the actual change has been performed, ontology versioning algorithms come into
play. Ontology versioning typically involves keeping both the old and the new version of the
ontology and takes into account identification issues (i.e., how to identify the different
versions of the ontology), the relation between different versions (i.e., a tree of versions
resulting from the various ontology modifications) as well as some compatibility information
(i.e., information regarding the compatibility of the various ontology versions).
Several non-trivial problems are associated with this task. For example, any ontology
versioning algorithm should be based on some type of identification mechanism to
differentiate between various versions of an ontology. This task is not as easy as it may seem;
for example, it is not clear when two ontologies constitute different “versions”. When a
comment changes, does this constitute a new version? When a concept specification changes,
but the new specification is semantically equivalent to the original one, does this constitute a
new version? This and similar problems are dealt with in [56] and [70].
Another desirable property of an ontology versioning mechanism includes the ability to
allow transparent access to different versions of the ontology, by automatically relating
versions with data sources, applications and other depended elements [69]. Other issues
involved is the so-called “packaging of changes” [70] as well as the different types of
compatibility and how these are identified [69].
Another related problem is the introduction of a certain “version relation” between
ontological elements (such as classes) in different versions of the ontology and the properties
that such a relation should have. This relation is called a change specification in [69] and its
role is to make the relationship between different versions of ontological elements explicit.
Using this relation, one can identify the changes that any given element went through between
different versions; in addition, a version relation should include certain meta-data regarding
these changes [70]. Similar considerations led to the definition of “migration specifications”
[106], which associate concepts between different versions of an ontology after a change has
been performed.
As an aid to the task of ontology versioning, certain tools have been developed which
automatically identify the differences between ontology versions. PROMPTDIFF [93] uses
certain heuristics to compare different versions of ontologies and outline their differences, by
producing a “structural diff” between them; OntoView [70] contains a tool similar to
PROMPTDIFF, whose output is a certain “ontology of changes”, i.e., an ontology that stores
the types of changes performed, thus providing a kind of “mapping” between versions. [71]
contains an excellent survey on the different ways that can be used to represent a change, as
well as the relation and possible interactions between such representations; furthermore, a
standard “ontology of changes” is proposed, containing both basic (i.e., elementary) and
complex (i.e., composite) operations. A method to identify compatibility between ontology
versions is presented in [56], [57] where the SHOE language [78] is used to make backward
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compatibility between versions explicit in a machine-readable format, allowing a computer
agent to determine compatibility between versions. This is an indirect approach to the
problem of ontology versioning, as it allows the computer agent to determine autonomously
which version to use, as opposed to [69], [70], where a more direct and centralized path is
taken.

Ontology Integration and Merging
In short, both ontology integration and ontology merging refer to the development of a new
ontology based on the information found in two or more source ontologies. However, the
exact meaning of each term is not clear in the literature, as they are often used
interchangeably. This situation has led to a certain confusion regarding the exact boundaries
of each field.
In [94], [95] ontology merging is defined as the process of creating a new, coherent
ontology that includes information from two or more source ontologies. In these papers,
ontology merging is implicitly assumed to include the process of resolving any possible
heterogeneities between the merged ontologies, even though this is not apparent in their
definition. Under that understanding, the difference between ontology merging and alignment
is that ontology merging results in the creation of a new ontology, while in ontology
alignment the merged ontologies persist, with links established between them. A similar use
of the term can be found in [84], while, in [56], the same research area is described using the
term ontology integration. According to [76], ontology merging amounts to making sure that
different agents use the same terms in identical ways (in a manner similar to ontology
alignment). In [65] ontology integration is defined as the process of combining ontologies to
build new ones, but whose respective vocabularies are usually not interpreted in the same
domain of discourse.
In this work, we will define the terms along the lines of [97], which was an attempt to
disambiguate between different uses of the term ontology integration. Three different uses of
the term were identified in that paper. The first refers to the composition (via reuse) of
ontologies covering loosely related domains (subjects); this is mainly used when building a
new ontology that covers all these subjects. The term ontology integration has been reserved
for this process. The second use of the word refers to the combination of ontologies covering
highly overlapping or identical fields; this process is used to unify ontologies that contain
information about the same subject into one large (and hopefully more accurate) ontology.
The term ontology merging was attached to this interpretation. Finally, the third use of the
term integration refers to the development of an application that uses one or more ontologies;
the more appropriate term ontology use was reserved for this process. In our work, we are
interested in the first two understandings of the term, namely ontology integration and
merging.
There are certain subtle differences between the processes of integration and merging.
Ontology integration is mainly applied when the main concern is the reuse of other
ontologies. The domain of discourse of the new, resulting ontology is usually more general
than the domain of the source ontologies. Integration often places the different ontologies in
different modules that comprise the resulting ontology. On the other hand, in ontology
merging, the focus is on creating an ontology that combines information on a given topic from
different sources. In this case, the information from the source ontologies is greatly
intermingled, so it’s difficult to identify the part(s) of the final ontology that resulted from
each source ontology. A more extensive discussion on the above subject can be found in [97].
It is a common practice in the literature (see for example [15], [56], [94] or [97]), to
consider heterogeneity resolution to be an internal part of ontology merging or integration.
This is a reasonable choice, because in most cases the combined ontologies come from
different sources, thus they are usually heterogeneous in terms of vocabulary, syntax,
representation etc. Therefore, the task of relating the heterogeneous elements of the source
ontologies constitutes a major part of the task of ontology merging (or integration). This is
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mostly true in merging, where the domain of discourse is (almost) identical. This has led to
even more confusion on the exact meaning of the terms, as several works consider ontology
merging (or integration) and alignment to be variations of the same problem (see for example
[76], [94]).
However, it should be clear that simply resolving the heterogeneity issues between two
ontologies is not enough for successful integration (or merging); recall that different
ontologies may encode different viewpoints regarding the real world, thus several conceptual
differences are bound to exist, even if the same terminology is used. This is reminiscent of
how beliefs held by different people are often different (and in some cases contradictory),
even if a common terminology is agreed upon. Similarly, modeling conventions and choices
may be different; one example of modeling choice that often depends on personal taste or
convention is whether to model a certain distinction between similar elements by introducing
separate classes or by introducing a qualifying attribute relation in one class [18]. Such
modeling differences need to be taken into account when selecting what to keep from each
ontology during the process. Reckless inclusion of ontology elements from the source
ontologies (even when homogeneous) is likely to lead to a problematic, invalid or inconsistent
ontology. For this reason we argue that ontology merging (and integration) are not simply a
variation of ontology alignment.
According to [18], the process of merging can be broken down in five different steps.
During the first step, we identify the semantic overlap between the source ontologies; during
the second, we devise ways (transformations) that will bring the sources into mutual
agreement in terms of terminology, representation etc. In the third step, we apply these
transformations, so we can now take the union of the sources, which is the fourth step of the
process. The final step consists of evaluating the resulting ontology for consistency,
uniformity, redundancy etc; this evaluation might force us to repeat some or all of the above
steps. We believe that the same generic steps are necessary for integration as well, but they
should be adapted to the different properties of the process. The authors of [18] claim that
their translation tool is a necessary part of any merging algorithm, as it facilitates the design
and implementation of the transformation used in the merging process (second and third step,
respectively).
An extensive list of works related to ontology merging can be found in [15]. The main
tools for ontology merging are PROMPT [94], [95] (originally called SMART [96]) and
Chimaera [84]. These tools use a semi-automatic approach focused on suggesting how
elements from the source ontologies should be merged in the resulting ontology. The final
choice relies on the ontology engineer. Some ideas on ontology merging (called integration
there) in the context of SHOE can be found in [56]; however, their work is focused on the part
of merging that deals with heterogeneity resolution. An interesting theoretical approach to
ontology merging can be found in [9], while in [95] some interesting connections of objectoriented programming with the problem of ontology merging are uncovered. The FCAMERGE algorithm [103] performs ontology integration in a very efficient way, but is based
on certain strong assumptions. A more detailed list of tools and systems related to the problem
can be found in [97]. It should be emphasized that all the currently available tools use manual
or semi-automatic methods to perform merging (or integration), guiding the user through the
different steps of the process via some intuitive interface. The processes behind ontology
merging and integration are not yet well-understood: in [97], it is claimed that “ontology
merging is currently more of an art”.
Even though the issue of evaluating ontology merging techniques is still open in AI
[103], certain comparison attempts have been made. In [75], the authors perform a
comparison between PROMPT [94] and Chimaera [84] in the context of bioinformatics. In
[94], the same two tools are compared with the generic Protégé-2000. Furthermore, [84]
compares the efficiency of ontology merging with a simple plain-text editor, merging with the
Ontolingua editor and merging with the specialized tool Chimaera, which is described in the
same paper.
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Discussion on the Current Research Direction
Critique of Existing Ontology Evolution Tools
The rest of this work focuses solely on the problem of changing an ontology in the face of
new information (ontology evolution). We assume that heterogeneity is not an issue, or that it
has been somehow resolved using an ontology alignment or related algorithm. We also ignore
the issue of propagating the changes actively or passively (via an ontology versioning
algorithm). This does not mean that we consider these problems less important or easier to
address; however, they are irrelevant to our main research focus, which is the problem of
identifying the changes that should be performed to an ontology when new information
becomes available.
The above assumptions move the focus of our attention to the problem of ontology
evolution instead of the whole ontology change problem. Our approach could also be useful
in ontology merging and integration, to the part that goes beyond alignment, namely to the
part of incompatibility resolution between the (homogenized) source ontologies.
The current state-of-the-art in ontology evolution, as well as a list of existing tools that
help the process can be found in [49]. Some of these tools are simple ontology editors, while
others provide more specialized features to the user. In some cases, the user can define some
kind of pre-defined “evolution strategies” [100] that control how changes will be made, thus
allowing the tool to perform some of the required changes automatically. Other tools allow
collaborative edits, i.e., several users can work simultaneously on the same ontology [28]. In
other cases, features related to ontology versioning, undo/redo operations and other helpful
utilities are included in the tools [28].
Despite these nice features, there is a certain part of ontology evolution that is
inadequately handled by current tools [80]. The contribution of our work lies mainly on this
problematic part, which resides in the second and third phase of ontology evolution, namely
the change representation and the semantics of change phase [100]. Before these phases, the
need for a change is identified; during these phases, we represent the change in a suitable
format and determine what modifications must be made to the ontology in response to this
need as well as the indirect effects of these modifications to the validity, consistency and
quality of the information stored in the ontology; if such problems are detected, further
changes will be required to restore the ontology to an “acceptable” state. Once all these
changes have been determined, they can be applied to the ontology, propagated to dependent
elements and validated (during the fourth, fifth and sixth phase respectively).
Unfortunately, current state-of-the-art approaches simply avoid the difficulty of dealing
with these two phases (second and third) by letting the user handle them. To the authors’
knowledge, there is no tool acting like a “black box”, i.e., a tool that receives the update and
the ontology and returns the updated ontology in the output, without user participation. At
best, there is some kind of pre-defined “evolution strategy” [100] that controls how changes
will be made or a declarative specification of the required changes using a suitable language
[101]. In short, current work on ontology evolution resorts to ontology editors or other, more
specialized tools whose aim is to help users perform the change(s) manually rather than
performing the change(s) automatically [49].
We believe that this approach will prove itself insufficient in the long run. Even though
such tools and the features they include (change propagation, transactional properties of
changes, undo/redo operations, collaborative edits etc) are undoubtedly useful, they need to
be coupled with methods that allow the system to handle the whole cycle of ontology
evolution by itself, without human intervention. In this respect, we believe that current
research is misguided. In the rest of this section we will provide reasons for this claim and
propose a direction for future research, based on the research area of belief change, that will,
hopefully, lead to a solution to this problem.
One problem with the current approaches is that they require a varying level of human
intervention in order to work properly. Some researchers consider this a necessary feature of
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the ontology evolution process [48], [49]. Indeed, any given change can be resolved in several
ways, so it is difficult for a computer system to decide on the best way to resolve it because
the user requirements may be differing, even for the same change [101]. Despite that problem,
we believe that this is not a practical approach to be taken, because it is unrealistic to rely on
human beings for ontology evolution [100]. First of all, the human user that intervenes in the
process should be an ontology engineer and have certain knowledge on the domain. Very few
people can be both domain and ontology experts. But even for these specialized experts, it is
very hard to perform ontology evolution manually [48], [100]. So, in domains where changes
occur often, it is simply not practical to rely on humans.
Furthermore, it is unrealistic to believe that an ontology engineer will always be nearby
whenever an ontology needs to change. For example, a robot may include an ontology as part
of its knowledge, as well as sensors that provide information on the surrounding world; if the
robot needs to behave autonomously, it should be able to handle any new information
received from its sensors, including information that contradicts its current (ontological)
knowledge, as well as to update its knowledge, if necessary.
A human-based evolution approach will, in many cases, perform better, in the sense of
rationality, than any computer system devisable. However, there are exceptions to this rule.
Different ontology engineers may have different views on how a certain change should be
implemented [100]. These views may be affected by commonsense knowledge, personal
preferences or ideas, subjective opinions on the domain and so on. This means that there is no
single “correct” way of updating an ontology. A computer-based evolution could, at least,
guarantee determinism, objectivity and reproducibility of the results, even though some
people may disagree on how a change was implemented. But then, is there a consensus on the
effects of a given change even among humans? Do we revise our beliefs in the same way? If
two ontology engineers are presented with the same ontology and the same change (or
sequence of changes), is it certain that the final result (updated ontology) will be the same?
We doubt that even humans can agree on the best way to perform a given change.
Another source of problems for manual ontology evolution is the complexity of modern
day ontologies: such complex ontologies are usually developed by several ontology engineers.
A change in one part of the ontology might have unintended effects in other parts of the
ontology [101]. The person who made the change may be unaware of the full content of his
change’s effects, as he doesn’t know all the parts of the ontology. In fact, no single ontology
engineer may be in position to determine the full effects of a change, unlike a well-designed
computer system.
The above points uncover the need for automatic ontology evolution; computer-based
ontology evolution is not only necessary for many applications, it is also desirable in certain
contexts. A human supervision by specialized experts should be highly welcome and it should
be encouraged whenever possible; however, the system should be able to work even without
it. Human intervention should constitute an optional feature guaranteeing the quality and
effectiveness of the ontology evolution process; but it should not be a necessary one.
Another problem with the current research is related to the representation of changes
(second phase of ontology evolution). In tools that are simple ontology editors, there is
usually little or no support for any kind of complex changes to the ontology; the user can
simply delete and add ontological elements, or, at best, move or copy them [49]. In more
specialized tools for ontology evolution, there is a pre-defined set of atomic and/or complex
operations that are supported, providing a greater flexibility to the user. For each such
operation, there is an associated procedure that handles the change as well as the effects of the
change (semantics of change phase); this procedure can, in some cases, be parameterized to
cover different needs. Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that the provided parameterization
is enough to cover any possible need of the knowledge engineer. Unforeseeable needs may
require unforeseeable reactions to a given change.
Furthermore, as explained in a previous section, there is no limit on the number of
complex operations that can be considered; even if we restrict ourselves to the most common
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types, there is usually a large number of them (in [102], for example, the authors claim that
120 such operations have been defined and the list is growing). This results in too many
different operations (complex changes) to consider, making it impossible to define a specific
process to deal with each one; a unifying approach is necessary to cover all cases.
The problem becomes even more complicated due to the fact that not all different types
of change are readily available at design-time. New needs may require new operations. For
operations that are not in the supported list, the ontology engineer should choose a sequence
of two or more simpler (more elementary) operations of different granularity. Unfortunately,
such a choice will undoubtedly affect the quality of the change, leading to unforeseeable
problems [100]. For example, deleting and then re-adding a concept in a different position in
the hierarchy is not the same as moving the concept; in the former case, the instances of the
concept will have to be removed or re-instantiated to a different concept; in the latter, no
changes to the individuals will be required. In this simple example, the effects of the splitting
of the operation in two more elementary operations may be easy to determine and/or undo; in
more complex cases, this is far from trivial.
In any circumstance, the above process cannot be performed without human
intervention; it is impossible for a computer system to handle automatically a change that is
not in its list of supported operations, even if the unknown operation can be perfectly broken
down in more elementary, supported operations. How would the system know which
operations to use in order to handle an operation it does not know? How would it evaluate the
effects of its choice on the final result? How could it even know the desired result of the
needed (unknown) operation in order to compare it with the result of the sequence of
operations that substitute the unknown operation? If the system knew the semantics of the
unknown operation, this operation would not be unknown in the first place! It could be
handled normally and no substitution would be necessary at all. Such a problem is very likely
to occur, as the creation of a complete list of composite operations is not possible [71]. It is
related to the lack of a formal, unifying approach to handle the introduction of new
information to an ontology.
In current approaches, a change request is an explicit statement of the changes to be
performed upon the ontology; however, this request must be determined by the knowledge
engineer in response to a more abstract need (e.g., an observation). Thus, current systems do
not determine the actual changes to be made upon the ontology when faced with a need for a
change; they simply help the user determine them and feed them to the system for
implementation. Those systems that perform some of the tasks of evolution themselves (by
suggesting the best way to resolve the change, or by doing some of the simpler changes
themselves) have been developed using certain heuristics based on the experience and
expertise of the researchers (their creators) and ontology engineers; in effect, they attempt to
emulate human behavior [103]. They are not theoretically founded and their theoretical
properties remain unspecified. Moreover, no formal methods of evaluation have been
determined; as a result, there is no formal characterization of which result is “best” given an
ontology and a change, so we can’t compare two ontology evolution algorithms in terms of
effectiveness or rationality.
Given the current state of the research, such issues have been neglected, because the
decisions on the changes to be made are left upon humans. This way, empirical decisions
based on the expertise of the person who performs the change are taken at the time when
evolution is done: whenever the ontology engineer is faced with a change, he decides on his
alternatives and selects the “best” one, which is then fed to the system for implementation. All
these decisions are based on his expertise on the subject, not on a formal, step-by-step,
exhaustive method of evaluation.
However, to develop fully automatic ontology evolution algorithms, several questions
need to have a definite, formal answer. For example, how could one track down all the
alternative ways to address a given change, using a formal and exhaustive process? How can
one guarantee that there are no further alternatives for a given change, except the ones found?
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How can a computer system decide on the “best” of the different alternatives? Most
importantly, what is the definition of “best” in this context? What are the features or
properties that make a certain result of a change “better” than another? Are there any
properties that should be satisfied by a “good” ontology evolution algorithm?
Unfortunately, resolving the above issues in a general manner is not easy using the
current research direction because each type of change is treated differently, using a standalone, specialized process. Unless a more formal path is taken, the ontology evolution
research is doomed to never find answers to these questions. This again leads us to the need of
developing a unifying, formal method of representing the change, evaluating the situation and
choosing how the required change will be resolved. The above concerns are also applicable,
to a certain extent, to all types of ontology change that require human intervention and
supervision, mostly so for ontology merging and integration.

A More Formal Approach
In order to deal with the deficiencies of the currently used model of evolution, we propose a
different, logic-based approach, heavily influenced by the related field of belief revision (or
belief change) [41]. Our approach deals with the gap in the current ontology evolution
research that was identified in the previous subsection, namely the manual or semi-automatic
way of dealing with the second and third phase of ontology evolution. In this respect, our
approach could be considered complementary to the current ontology evolution research.
The focus of belief change is on determining the most rational ways of dealing with
changes on knowledge, as well as on the development of algorithms that update Knowledge
Bases (KBs) automatically. This is exactly what the current ontology evolution research is
missing: the development of formal results related to the “proper” way to perform the
required changes and algorithms implementing such results in an automatic, effective and
efficient way.
Unfortunately, works related to belief change are not directly applicable to ontologies,
as they are based on different knowledge representation languages, which are not used in
ontologies. So our approach consists in studying both fields in an attempt to identify common
grounds and connections between them; this will hopefully allow the migration of certain
techniques used in belief change into ontology evolution. Moreover, we can use the ideas
expressed in works related to belief change as an inspiration for expressing similar ideas in
the context of ontologies and the Semantic Web.
In order to do that, we will have to use a different view of an ontology, based on its
logical properties. A formal semantics and terminology for ontologies will be required; this
will be provided by Description Logic (DL) languages [7], a family of knowledge
representation languages that will arguably play a very important role in the development of
ontologies and the Semantic Web [8]. DLs provide a well-founded formal semantics, as well
as enough diversity to cover very different needs; these desirable properties have triggered a
significant amount of research on the subject, allowing a good understanding on the properties
of this family of languages.
In the rest of this work, we will assume that ontological knowledge is expressed using
some kind of DL; despite this assumption, our general ideas are transferable to other
formalisms for ontology representation as well. We provide some initial thoughts on the
feasibility of applying belief change techniques to ontology evolution. We perform a
preliminary study on the results of this application and study its advantages and disadvantages
with respect to the current model of ontology evolution. This work is not intended to provide
concrete solutions to the problem of fully automatic ontology evolution; rather, we aim at
providing some general guidelines towards a research direction that will ultimately give us the
desired solutions. Before getting into the details of our approach, we will perform a short
literature review on the main tools that will be required, namely DLs and belief revision.
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Related Work
Description Logics
The term Description Logics (or DLs for short) refers to a family of knowledge representation
languages, heavily used in the Semantic Web [7]. Knowledge in DLs is structured in a formal,
yet intuitive way. The basic “building blocks” used to represent knowledge in DLs are
classes, roles and individuals. Classes represent concepts, i.e., groups of objects which share
some common property; examples of classes are PENGUIN, MALE, HUMAN etc. Classes can
also be viewed as unary relationships. Roles, on the other hand, represent certain relations
between objects, such as HAS_CHILD, MARRIED_TO, LARGER_THAN etc. Roles are binary
relationships. Finally, individuals represent the objects themselves, which are used to populate
classes and roles; examples of individuals are BOB, JOHN, PENGO etc. Individuals can be
viewed as constant symbols. The allowable names of classes, roles and individuals form a
(usually infinite) set, called the namespace of the DL.
These basic elements are combined to form DL formulas using operators and
connectives. Operators allow the formation of more complex real-world constructions, called
terms, expressible using more “primitive” elements (i.e., classes, roles and individuals). For
example, we could represent the concept of a male human who has at least one human child,
using the term:
HUMAN ⊓ MALE ⊓ HAS_CHILD.HUMAN
The above term conceptualizes the concept of a father; if this concept is important for our
purposes, we may wish to give it a separate class name, i.e., creating the class FATHER. To
express the fact that FATHER is exactly the same concept as the one described above we
would need an axiom; axioms are formed using some connective. In this particular case, the
needed axiom is:
FATHER ≡ HUMAN ⊓ MALE ⊓ HAS_CHILD.HUMAN (1)
Knowledge in DLs is represented using such axioms. Thus, a Description Logic Knowledge
Base (DL KB) is simply a set of DL axioms expressing knowledge regarding a domain of
interest.
There are several different operators and several different connectives that are allowed
in a DL, each with its own syntax, arity and semantics (for example, , ⊓, ⊔, , , (n), (n),
{…}, ). There are also 0-ary operators (constants), like ⊥, ⊤. Similarly, there are several
different connectives, like ⊑, ≡, ⊏, disj(.,.), Trans(.). One interesting feature of the family of
DLs stems from this variety: each particular DL allows for only a subset of all these proposed
operators and connectives. This way, one can trade expressive power for computational
efficiency and vice-versa, selecting the appropriate blend of connectives and operators for the
application at hand. Some particular combinations have been considered more useful for
practical applications, so they have been explicitly studied [7], but it is possible that new
combinations (i.e., new DLs), as well as new operators and connectives will be proposed in
the future.
Another factor that further increases this diversity is the variety of axiom types allowed
in a DL. For example the axiom (1) in the example above can be viewed as a definition of the
concept FATHER; in other words the class FATHER can be viewed as an abbreviation for
HUMAN ⊓ MALE ⊓ HAS_CHILD.HUMAN. Such axioms are called definitorial. But there are
other axiom types as well:
HUMAN ⊑ HAS_CHILD.HUMAN
(2)
MARRIED_TO ≡ MARRIED_TO
(3)
MARRIED_TO (BOB, MARY)
(4)
Axiom (2) has the form of an integrity constraint, stating that all humans’ children must be
humans as well. It is also cyclic, in the sense that the same class (HUMAN) is used in both the
left and right hand side of the axiom. In some cases, no axiom is cyclic by itself, but a cycle
occurs in a sequence of axioms; in this case we have a cyclic set of axioms. Certain DLs
overrule cyclic axioms or cyclic sets of axioms; other DLs allow only for definitorial axioms,
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like (1). Axiom (3) is also cyclic and deals with roles; it states that the role MARRIED_TO is
symmetric. There are DLs where roles are considered second-class objects, so no axioms
involving role terms are allowed. Axiom (4) deals with individuals, stating that the individual
BOB is married to the individual MARY. Axioms containing assertions about individuals (also
called assertional axioms) form the Abox; axioms dealing with concept and roles only (also
called terminological axioms) form the Tbox. In certain contexts, the Tbox is viewed as the
schema of a DL KB, expressing certain facts and relations regarding the real world, while the
Abox forms the data, i.e., the part of the KB dealing with the individual objects in the domain
of interest.
In our context, the strict distinction between Tbox and Abox is not useful. In
ontologies, schema and data are often intermingled in such a way that it is hard to distinguish
where the ontology ends and its instances begin [92]. For this reason, we will not use this
distinction; in the rest of this report, we will assume that an ontology may (but need not) be
populated. Thus, the term ontology will refer to a DL KB, i.e., a set of Abox and/or Tbox
axioms expressing knowledge regarding a domain of interest and the terms ontology and DL
KB will be used interchangeably.
The strongest feature of DLs is that they are equipped with formal, logic-based
semantics, unlike their predecessors, i.e., semantic networks and frames [8]. The formal
semantics of DLs is defined using interpretations I which consist of a non-empty set ΔI and a
function I which maps every concept A to a set AIΔI, every role R to a relation RIΔIΔI
and every individual X to an object XIΔI. This mapping is extended to terms using the
semantics of each operator; for example (A⊓B)I=AIBI. The semantics of each connective
determines whether an axiom is satisfied by a given interpretation; for example the axiom
A⊓B⊑C is satisfied by the interpretation I iff (A⊓B)ICI. The semantics of each connective
and operator are usually straightforward; the interested reader is referred to [7] for a full
account.
The above semantics can be easily generalized to sets of axioms: a set of axioms is
satisfied by an interpretation I iff all the axioms in the set are satisfied by I. A set of axioms P
implies a set of axioms Q (denoted by P⊧Q) iff all interpretations that satisfy P also satisfy Q.
A set of axioms is inconsistent iff there is no interpretation satisfying it. Notice that
inconsistent sets of axioms trivially imply all axioms; for this reason, inconsistent axioms
(and sets of axioms) are often considered to carry no knowledge, as no meaningful inference
can be made from them. For the same reason, inconsistent DL KBs are highly undesirable, so
their study is very important for our purposes: any ontology change algorithm should first and
foremost guarantee that the result of the change is not an inconsistent set of DL axioms.
The semantics described above allows us to conclude certain facts from any given DL
KB. For example, the combination of axioms (3) and (4) above should allow us to conclude
that the individual MARY is married to the individual BOB, i.e., the axiom:
MARRIED_TO (MARY, BOB)
(5)
This intuitively expected result should be (and is) deducible from the above semantics in a
formal manner. Such kind of inference capabilities are provided by DLs and are necessary for
any kind of formal treatment of DL KBs. Other, closely related, types of inference services
are possible as well; these are irrelevant for our purposes, so we refer the reader to [7] for a
full account. There has been a considerable amount of work dealing with the issue of
reasoning in DLs, resulting in several algorithms and complexity results for several DLs (see,
for example [6], [17], [25], [59], [60], [64], [79], [99] and [107] for a collection of these
results).
The formal semantics accompanying DLs has also allowed the development of several
formal results relating DLs with other formalisms, such as modal logics [7] or fragments of
First-Order Logic [7], [14]. It has also allowed the development of certain DL extensions, like
temporal DLs [5] or nonmonotonic DLs [26].
Another formalism closely related to DLs is the Web Ontology Language [22], known
as OWL. OWL is a knowledge representation formalism for ontologies that is expected to
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play an important role in the future of the Semantic Web, as it has become a W3C
Recommendation. OWL comes in three “flavors” (or “species”), namely OWL Full, OWL
DL and OWL Lite, with varying degree of expressive power and reasoning complexity. In
OWL, knowledge is represented using an RDF-like [88] syntax. OWL contains several
features allowing the representation of complex relationships between classes, roles and
individuals in a pattern very similar to the one used in DLs; this close relationship was
verified in [58], where OWL DL and OWL Lite (with some secondary features removed)
were shown equivalent to the DLs SHOIN+(D) and SHIF+(D) respectively. On the other hand,
OWL Full provides a more complete integration with RDF, containing features not normally
allowed in DLs; furthermore, its inference problem is undecidable [58].
As already stated, we will assume that ontologies are represented using some type of
DL; in effect, an ontology is simply a DL KB, so the two terms will be used interchangeably.
This assumption prohibits the use of some ontological features which are not available in
DLs, like certain meta-logical annotation features stating the author, version etc of the
ontology or the feature of including an ontology in another (ontology reuse). However, these
restrictions are not important for our purposes; as already stated, our focus is on determining
the changes that need to be made in an ontology in response to a certain need (phases 2 and 3
of ontology evolution). Updating meta-logical features, like the author, for example, is a
trivial operation in this respect, even though certain types of change (like the change of the
version number for example) may induce complications in other phases of the ontology
change process. Regarding the ontology reuse feature, we will assume that there is a
preprocessing phase in which the included ontology (or ontologies) is (are) physically copied
to the including ontology; for our purposes, this is the same as keeping them separate, even
though the two approaches are not generally equivalent.
Unless otherwise specified, we will not assume any special properties for the
underlying DL, nor any specific operators and/or connectives; in effect, we assume that
ontologies are represented in some generic, unspecified DL. We will not even assume that the
DL at hand is one of the DLs that have been studied in the literature; this allows our results to
be useful in a variety of current and/or future DLs.

Belief Change
One’s beliefs are not generally static, but evolve over time. This may be because of several
reasons: new, previously unknown, classified, or otherwise unavailable information may have
become known; a new observation or experiment may reveal a new fact; or the actual world
(domain of interest) may change, as domains are in general not static themselves. In all the
above cases, the beliefs held should be somehow adapted to the new information.
Alternatively, the new information could be ignored.
The above thoughts are valid for any structure (i.e., KB) holding information (beliefs,
facts, rules etc) regarding a domain of interest. The research area of belief change deals with
this problem: the adaptation of a KB to new information. While knowledge representation
deals with static knowledge and how this can be represented, belief change deals with the
dynamic aspects of knowledge, i.e., how this knowledge evolves.
Several philosophical and practical issues related to belief change can be identified. A
detailed description of such issues is outside the scope of this work; we will briefly touch the
main tradeoffs and problems that have been dealt with in the field and point to certain
references where the various issues are analyzed in more detail. The purpose of this short
review is to show the diversity of the problem, as well as the variety of approaches that have
been considered. The amount of diverse work performed in the area, as well as the maturity of
many approaches, allow us to hope that several belief change techniques, ideas or intuitions
will prove useful in the field of ontology change.
Before any practical approach on the subject of knowledge changing, one should decide
on the formalism(s) that will be considered for the representation of knowledge. Most
approaches in the literature deal with a family of logics, using certain quite general
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assumptions that are satisfied by classical logics like Propositional Logic (PL) or First-Order
Logic (FOL) [16], [29], [85]. Examples of such works are [1], [2], [3], [13], [23], [43], [46],
[82], [90]. Others are restricted to the most studied logic in the area, namely PL ([19], [20],
[68], [104]). There are few exceptions that deal with non-classical logics, most notably [12],
dealing with nonmonotonic theories and [31], which focuses on the database paradigm.
Unfortunately, we are not aware of any belief change approaches dealing with DLs or other
related languages; however, there are some works which try to apply existing belief change
approaches to DLs, namely [34], [35], [37] (by the authors), as well as [66], [76], [86].
The selection of the underlying language is not the only issue involved; more general
questions related to the representation of knowledge should be resolved even before deciding
which logic to use. For example, should we consider the knowledge being represented in the
form of a belief base or belief set? Belief bases are small, finite sets of expressions of the
underlying language; belief sets are large, infinite structures, closed under logical
consequence. In other words, belief sets contain explicitly all the knowledge deducible from
the KB, while belief bases contain some of the information explicitly, the rest being deducible
via the standard reasoning (inference) mechanism of the underlying language.
As far as knowledge representation is concerned, the two views are the same, as we can
generally calculate the logical consequences of a belief base in order to reveal the full
knowledge of a KB, whenever necessary. But in belief change things are different. When
changes are performed upon a belief base, we temporarily have to ignore the logical
consequences of the base; in effect, there is a clear distinction between knowledge stored
explicitly (which can be changed directly) and knowledge stored implicitly (which cannot be
changed, but is indirectly affected by the changes in the explicit knowledge). In the belief set
approach, all the information is stored explicitly, so there is no distinction between implicit
and explicit knowledge. In the belief base approach, our options for change are limited to the
belief base itself, so the changes are generally more coarse-grained; this limits our options for
“proper” belief change. On the other hand, belief sets are infinite structures, so it is not
possible to deal with them directly in practical applications. Some thoughts on the connection
between the two approaches can be found in [39], [55]; in [54] a thorough knowledge-level
discussion and motivation on belief base operations is presented; a comparison of the
approaches can be found in [52], [53].
A related philosophical consideration studies how our knowledge should be
represented. There are two viewpoints here: foundational theories and coherence theories.
Under the foundational viewpoint, each piece of our knowledge serves as a justification for
other beliefs; our knowledge is like a pyramid, in which “every belief rests on stable and
secure foundations whose identity and security does not derive from the upper stories or
sections” [42]. This viewpoint is closer to the belief base approach. On the other hand, under
the coherence theory, no justification is required for our beliefs; a belief is justified by how
well it fits with the rest of the beliefs, in forming a coherent and mutually supporting set; thus,
every piece of knowledge helps directly or indirectly to support any other. In this sense,
knowledge is like a raft, “every plank of which helps directly or indirectly to keep all the
others in place, and no plank of which would retain its status with no help from the others”
[42]. Coherence theories match with the use of belief sets as a proper knowledge
representation format. A more detailed study on the above issues can be found in [42].
Another issue deals with the nature of the new information; in most cases, the new
information is something that must be added to our knowledge. In other cases, the new
information represents something which is wrong with our beliefs and should be retracted. In
[1] three different types of belief change were identified. The simplest one is expansion,
which refers to the reckless addition of information to our knowledge, without taking any
special provisions to ensure the quality (i.e., consistency) of the KB after the addition. This is
not an interesting operation, because, if the new information contradicts the currently held
beliefs then the result will be an inconsistent (and thus useless) KB. Furthermore, it is trivial
to perform an expansion operation.
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The second operation is revision, which is the most useful operation in terms of
practical applicability. Revision is similar to expansion, with the important difference that the
result should be a consistent set of beliefs. In order to achieve this, one may, in some cases,
need to abandon some of the currently held beliefs while adding the new information. The
tough part of revision is how to select the beliefs that should be abandoned.
Contraction is, according to [41], the most fundamental operation and, consequently,
the most important operation for theoretical purposes. Contraction is used when one wishes to
consistently remove information from a KB. This may be necessary when a piece of
information becomes unreliable and we would like to stop believing it. A contraction
operation should remove the unreliable information from both explicit and implicit
knowledge; simply retracting the information from explicit knowledge may not be enough, as
it may re-emerge as a consequence of the remaining beliefs. Thus, a contraction operator may
be forced to also remove beliefs which on first look seem unrelated to the retracted piece of
knowledge.
The above operations deal with a static world; in effect, the world itself does not
change, but our perception of the world does. Thus, revision and contraction are used when
some new information about the real world has been disclosed, forcing us to change our
conceptualization of the world in order to represent it in a (hopefully) more accurate manner.
But this is not the only change possible, because the real world might change as well; in this
case, the KB should be adapted to the new reality. The semantics of this kind of change is
different, forcing us to introduce a new pair of operations, namely update and erasure [67].
Update is similar to revision (it refers to addition of information) while erasure is similar to
contraction (it refers to removal of information); however, they both apply when the world
dynamically changes.
One example may help clarify the situation: suppose that you have three independent
switches A, B and C and the information that exactly one of A, B or C is on. Our knowledge
could be represented by the PL KB:
(ABC)  (ABC)  (ABC)
Now, suppose that, through observation, we notice that A is on. The proper reaction to this
kind of information is to assume that B and C are off, as this coincides with both the fact that
exactly one switch is on (old KB) and with the fact that A is on (change). So the new KB
should be:
ABC
In this particular case, we choose, among the three possible states of the world, the one that
agrees with the new information. This is the case in a revision operation.
On the other hand, if we had sent a robot into the room with the order to turn A on, then
we have no reason to assume that A was on before the robot was sent in. The robot changes
the real world by switching A on, so A should be on in the new KB, but that’s all we know.
So we should assume that at the end of the robot’s actions, either A alone, or A and B, or A
and C are on. The new KB should be:
(ABC)  (ABC)  (ABC)
We conclude that the expected result is different than in the case of revision; we don’t choose
among the possible worlds, rather we alter each of the possible worlds so as to coincide with
the new fact. This is the case in an update operation.
Notice that in the example above, the original KB and the information that initiated the
change (A) are formally represented in the same way; however, the desired result of the
change is different. For this reason, the introduction of the new operations is necessary in
order to capture the different semantics that the same change can take. For a thorough
discussion on the differences between the various operators, see [67].
The format and semantics of the new information may also vary. Under the standard
approach, “new information” is a single new expression of the underlying logic, which is
received and accommodated to our knowledge in an autonomous, independent manner. In
other approaches, the new information can be a whole set of expressions and may have
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package or choice semantics [40]. This semantics was introduced for contraction: under
package semantics, all expressions in the set must be retracted from the KB; under choice
semantics, it is sufficient that at least one of them is retracted. In other cases, belief change is
considered to be a continuous process, so each change is related to previous (and future)
changes. Under this viewpoint, the change is not a one-off, standalone process, but a set of
changes occurring in a sequence. This type of belief change has different semantics and is
treated in the field of iterated belief change [21], [63], [77], [89]. In other cases, the new
information may be a whole new KB; in this case, we are dealing with belief merging [72],
[74] which is the analogous of ontology merging for KBs.
Once the above technicalities have been dealt with, one has to decide how the change
itself should be performed. In general, there are two approaches here: postulation or explicit
construction [82]. Under the postulation approach one seeks to formulate a number of formal
conditions in the form of certain postulates that a belief change algorithm should satisfy in the
given context. Under the explicit construction approach, one seeks certain explicit algorithms
or constructions leading to algorithms.
In fact, the two approaches are not rivalrous but complementary. In the process of
developing an explicit construction, one may identify certain desired conditions for this
construction (or algorithm), something like a “request specification”, that could lead to a
postulation. On the other hand, postulation may produce better results if its initial findings are
checked with an explicit construction that satisfies (or does not satisfy) the postulates; this
construction may help in determining the applicability and rationality of the proposed
postulation and lead to refinements and improvements.
Both methods have been used in belief change and both have given interesting results.
Explicit belief change algorithms are presented in [19], [20], [23], [27], [104]; constructions
that lead to families of algorithms are given in [1], [2], [3], [13], [39], [43], [46], [63], [68],
[90], [105]; possible postulations of the process are provided in [1], [23], [44], [54], [63],
[67], [68]. Such works have been developed in a parallel and complementary manner [82];
this is also apparent by the overlap in the above lists of works. On the other hand, current
research on ontology change uses only the explicit construction method. One interesting sideeffect of our approach is that it allows the development of a postulation method for ontology
evolution.
Most postulation approaches try to resolve certain philosophical issues for which, in
general, there is no unique answer because such an answer depends on the application at
hand. The more practical approaches (explicit constructions) usually take a certain stance on
each of these issues, thus determining the properties of the algorithm or construction. We
have already seen several such issues, mostly related to the representation of the change and
knowledge; in the following we will briefly discuss those related to the actual implementation
of the change, which is the main focus of belief change.
One such issue is related to the acceptance of the new information. It is usually
assumed that the new information (revision, contraction or other) is accepted unconditionally,
so the resulting KB should contain the new information (or should not contain it, depending
on the operation at hand). This implies a complete reliance to the incoming data, according to
the Principle of Primacy of New Information [19]. This principle coincides with common
intuition, because the new information generally reflects a newer and more accurate view of
the domain. Alternatively, one could review the new data under a critical eye and possibly
reject it, partially or totally; this is the case in the so-called non-prioritized belief change [50].
This is most useful in an agent communication context, or when the information may be
obtained by unreliable sources.
Some researchers argue that the result of a change should not be affected by the
syntactical representation of the KB or the change (Principle of Irrelevance of Syntax [19]).
Normally, the principle applies in both the KB and the change; however, it is generally
possible that it could be applied in the KB only or in the change only. This principle generally
fails for belief bases (under the foundational viewpoint), because logically equivalent bases
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may be formed using completely different sets of axioms, implying different justifications
and, thus, different ways of adapting the KB to the new data [54]. A stronger version of this
principle may be of use in the foundational case. For belief sets (and coherence theories)
though, this principle is generally valid [1], [19], [41].
As already argued, inconsistent KBs (under classical logic) carry no interesting
information and, consequently, should be avoided. For this reason, it is generally accepted
that the result of a change should be a consistent KB, according to the Principle of
Consistency Maintenance [19]. This is not an issue for nonmonotonic and paraconsistent KBs,
in which the underlying logic itself has an internal mechanism to deal with inconsistencies
[4], but for classical logic the principle is valid (see also [73] for a recently proposed
alternative approach). The only thing that remains to be settled is the exact meaning of the
term “consistency”; in the belief change literature, the meaning of the word is clear, denoting
a KB which implies a proposition that is tautologically false. For ontology change however,
the term “consistency” has been used (others would say abused) to denote several different
things; we will address this issue in a later section.
Two more basic principles have been proposed in the literature: the Principle of
Fairness guarantees determinism and reproducibility of the result of a change, while the
Principle of Adequacy of Representation guarantees that the new (modified) KB will be
represented using the same underlying formalism as the old one [19]. These principles are
necessary for technical reasons, so they are often implicitly used in the literature without
explicit introduction.
Undoubtedly, the most important principle related to the way a change is implemented
is the Principle of Minimal Change [68], which can be found by several names in the
literature, like the Principle of Persistence of Prior Knowledge [19] or the Principle of
Conservation [42]. This principle states that the new KB should be as “close” as possible to
the original KB; in other words, from all the possible change results that satisfy the other
principles, one should choose the one that retains “the most information” from the old KB.
To the authors’ knowledge, there is no debate on whether this principle should be valid
for belief change operations; this is taken for granted. However, there is no consensus on how
this principle should be formally expressed. For such a formulation, the exact meaning of
“closeness of KBs” needs to be defined, as well as how the “loss of information” can be
measured. There have been several proposals on metrics that count information loss in several
ways, being used in different algorithms or representation results (for example [2], [19], [20],
[24], [39], [43], [46], [68], [82], [104]); there are also different postulations that capture this
principle in a different manner [1], [54] and long debates on the pros and cons of each
postulation [41], [52], [83].
One of the reasons for this diversity is that logical considerations alone do not tell us
what has to be given up in a certain change [41]; extra-logical information needs to be
considered when it comes to choosing. The way this information is structured and used
determines the stance of the approach towards the Principle of Minimal Change. In fact, the
formulation of this principle is in the core of each belief change algorithm or postulation
system, being the very essence of belief change and determining the properties of any given
approach to a large extent. This notion also provides interesting connections between belief
revision and several related research areas, like defeasible inference, counterfactual
conditionals and others (see [81]).
The above considerations form only a partial list of the issues that have been discussed
in the belief change literature. This analysis shows that the determination of the change(s) to
be made in response to some new data is a complex and multifaceted issue and that several
considerations need to be taken into account before choosing the modifications to be made
upon a KB. The same considerations hold for any type of knowledge change, including
ontology change. For this reason, we argue that current ontology change approaches handle
the problem in an inadequate manner, as they are not even considering most of the above
issues in the determination of their algorithms.
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In this respect, it is interesting to note that, in the belief change literature, there is no
human involved in the process of change, unlike the ontology change literature. All the
approaches in belief change deal with the problem of changing the knowledge in a fully
automatic manner. In fact, to the authors’ knowledge, the option of using a human in the loop
of belief change was never even considered as an option, despite the complexity of the
problem. This fact forms an additional argument in favor of the use of belief change
techniques in ontology evolution, as such techniques will arguably lead to automatic methods
for dealing with this problem too.

Our Proposition
As already stated, our approach deals with the second and third phase of ontology evolution;
therefore, our method should determine, first, how changes should be represented and,
second, what modifications should be made upon the ontology in response to a given change.
The ultimate objective of our approach is the exclusion of the human user from the loop of
ontology evolution. As stated in the introduction, the focus of this work is not to provide
answers and solutions, but to set stable foundations upon which future work towards this
objective may be based.

Representation of Ontologies
Before representing the changes, one should first decide on the representation of the
ontologies themselves. Most ontology editors (such as [84], [94]) use a graphical interface to
represent and manipulate ontologies [49]. This allows the user to actually view the changes
performed through an intuitive interface. This graph-based viewpoint regarding the ontology
representation is pervasive in most ontology evolution algorithms, as it affects the decisions
on how each change should be implemented.
Graphical representations are extremely useful for visualizing the way that the domain
conceptualization was implemented in an ontology. They also help novice users and domain
experts get acquainted with the field and understand the conceptualization, by hiding much of
the semantic and syntactic complexity of the ontology behind intuitive interfaces and simple
visual metaphors [93]. They allow one to view the concept hierarchy at a glance, see the roles
that connect concepts etc. However, they are often not expressive enough for complex
applications, because certain complex DL axioms cannot be easily expressed using a graph;
for example, one cannot easily express in a graph the axiom:
A ⊓ B ⊑ R.S.(A⊔D) ⊓ C
Similarly, axioms using complex connectives, such as ⊏, ⋢ etc cannot be directly
represented. This might be a problem for certain DLs that allow this kind of axioms.
Current ontology evolution approaches are based on the structure of the ontology in a
graph-based representation, which has shifted the focus of the relevant research to concepts,
roles, individuals and how they are structured in the ontology graph; in effect, most existing
work on ontology evolution builds on frame-like or object models [48]. Arbitrary axioms are
often not considered part of an ontology and little or no attention is paid to them in ontology
change [95]. This results in the loss of much of the expressiveness of the underlying language,
disallowing, for example, the definition of constraints like the above.
For knowledge engineers and ontology experts, an algebraic representation provides a
more concise and formal representation of the conceptualization, has a cleaner semantics and
allows easier formal manipulation than the graph-based approach. In fact, a combination of
the approaches usually works best, as it allows us to use the best of both worlds.
Under the algebraic approach, the knowledge of the ontology is stored as a pair (S,A),
where S is the vocabulary (or signature) containing information on the elements appearing in
the ontology (concepts, roles, individuals) and A is a set of ontological axioms [65]. The
vocabulary may be a single unstructured set containing all the concepts, roles and individuals
relevant to the ontology, or it may have some structure denoting, for example, the concept
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hierarchy. The set of ontological axioms may contain an arbitrary number of axioms; in our
case, these should be axioms of the DL used to represent the ontology.
In this work, we will use a simplification of the algebraic approach, by dropping the
signature structure and representing an ontology as a set of DL axioms, under a given,
predefined DL (DL KB). This way, our approach focuses on axioms, following the axiomcentered ontology model [48], ignoring the signature of the ontology.
This model is based on a very general logical framework introduced by Tarski in 1928.
Under that framework a logic is a pair <L,Cn>, where L is a set of expressions or
propositions of the underlying language and Cn is a function mapping sets of propositions to
sets of propositions (consequence operation). The intuitive meaning of Cn is that a set X
implies exactly the propositions contained in Cn(X). It is assumed that Cn satisfies three
intuitive properties that allow it to behave in a rational manner. More specifically, Cn is
constrained to satisfy the following relations:
For all XL, XCn(X)
(inclusion)
For all XL, Cn(X)=Cn(Cn(X))
(iteration)
For all X, YL, if XY then Cn(X)Cn(Y)
(monotony)
Using this operator one can easily define an inference relation between sets as follows:
X⊦Y ⇔ YCn(X). It can be shown that the inference relation thus defined satisfies the
following properties:
For all X, YL, if XY, then Y⊦X
(reflexivity)
For all X, Y, ZL, if X⊦Y and XY⊦Z then X⊦Z
(transitivity)
For all X, Y, ZL, if X⊦Y, then XZ⊦Y
(weakening)
The opposite can also be shown: given a relation ⊦ which satisfies reflexivity,
transitivity and weakening, the function Cn(X)={yL | X⊦{y}} is a consequence operation
(i.e., it satisfies inclusion, iteration and monotony). Thus, there is a tight correspondence
between consequence operations and inference relations, making them interdefinable. This
way, a logic can also be defined as a pair <L,⊦> (see also [39], [82]).
It can be easily shown that all monotonic DLs can be engulfed by the above
framework, by setting the set L to contain exactly the axioms that said DL allows for and ⊦ to
be the inference relation of the underlying DL under its standard model-theoretic semantics
[7]. Under this formalization, a DL is represented by a pair <L,Cn> (equivalently: <L,⊦>) and
an ontology is represented by a single set OL, where L is the set of expressions of the
underlying knowledge representation DL <L,Cn>.
Since the graphical structure of the ontology can be completely determined by a set of
axioms, we believe that viewing the ontology as a set of axioms provides a more general
method of ontological representation, allowing the easy switch to the graphical representation
(with some possible loss of expressiveness) if necessary. Most importantly, this viewpoint of
DLs (and ontologies) is necessary in order to have a “common ground” under which classical
logic and DLs can be both described. This facilitates the task of migrating belief change
techniques (mostly based on classical logic) to the DL framework. It is also simpler and more
straightforward than the classical algebraic approach, and, as we will see, it allows us to solve
one of the main problems in current ontology evolution research that we described before,
namely the lack of a unifying method of treating the different kinds of changes.
The main disadvantage of this model is that we lose the information normally stored in
the signature of the ontology. This is not as major a problem as it seems, because most of the
information in S can be represented using axioms as well. For example, if S is a poset
representing a certain hierarchy between concepts, then the hierarchy information can be
expressed in the form of axioms in the set O using the subconcept connective of DLs (⊑).
Things become more complicated if S is an unstructured set containing the elements relevant
to the ontology; more discussion on this issue will appear at a later section.
Here is a simple example showing how a simple ontology can be represented in
graphical, algebraic and logical format.
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ONTOLOGY: BIRD_ONTOLOGY
BIRD⊑FEATHERS
(all birds have feathers)
BIRD⊑FLY
(all birds fly)
PENGUIN⊑BIRD
(all penguins are birds)
PENGUIN⊑EAT.FISH
(penguins eat only fish)
BIRD (TWEETY)
(TWEETY is a bird)
The logical representation of the ontology is a set containing the above axioms. This
information can also be represented in a graph as follows:

Fly

Feathers

Bird

Penguin

Eat

Fish

Tbox
Abox
Tweety

The algebraic representation is composed of two structures: the signature S and the
axioms A. The set of axioms A contains all the above axioms (as in the logical
representation); the set S contains all the elements that are relevant to the ontology; one such
S could be:
S={BIRD, FEATHERS, FLY, PENGUIN, FISH, EAT, TWEETY}

Change Representation Phase
The great number of different complex operations that can be defined for ontology evolution
[102], each with its own process to handle it, along with the need for automatic ontology
evolution, forces us to drop the current viewpoint regarding the representation of the change.
In effect, we need a method that will allow us to represent all possible changes in a uniform
way. This need has already been identified in the literature, as the desire for a new declarative
language for the specification of a change request [49].
We argue that this language need not be different from current ontological languages.
In fact, we propose the use of the same abstraction that we proposed for ontology
representation, i.e., to represent the change as a set of DL axioms that should be true “at the
end of the day”. The underlying DL should be the same as the one used for the representation
of the ontology. This way, if <L,Cn> is the logic used for ontology representation, a change
can be any set XL.
This is a rather naïve approach, as it ignores the cases when one needs to remove
knowledge from the ontology; in this case, the information provided (i.e., the set of DL
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axioms) is a set of facts that should not be implied by the resulting ontology. This approach
also ignores the fundamental philosophical difference between a change that refers to a
change in the conceptualization (i.e., revision and contraction in the belief change
terminology) and a change that refers to a change in the real world (i.e., update and erasure in
the belief change terminology).
To cover these needs, we propose the introduction of four different ontology evolution
operations, namely ontology revision, ontology contraction, ontology update and ontology
erasure. We could also introduce ontology expansion, but the operation of expansion is rather
trivial, so we ignore it to keep the model simple. In all the above cases, the change is
represented using a set of DL axioms; however, this set of DL axioms has different semantics
in each operation. This causes the splitting of the ontology evolution research in four different
areas, each dealing with a different type of change (operation). This is similar to the belief
change field, where belief change is split in four different, but closely related, subfields,
namely revision, contraction, update and erasure. It is also a great example of how the
intuitions expressed in belief change can be applied to ontology evolution, saving us from
potential pitfalls.
More specifically, we define ontology revision as the process of incorporating in an
ontology some piece of knowledge regarding a static world. Similarly, we define ontology
contraction as the process of retracting from an ontology some piece of knowledge regarding
a static world. Analogously, ontology update is defined as the process of incorporating in an
ontology some piece of knowledge regarding a dynamic world, while ontology erasure is
defined as the process of retracting from an ontology some piece of knowledge regarding a
dynamic world.
Type of Change
State of the World
Operation
(Addition/Deletion)
(Static/Dynamic)
Ontology Revision
Addition
Static
Ontology Contraction
Deletion
Static
Ontology Update
Addition
Dynamic
Ontology Erasure
Deletion
Dynamic
Table 1: Ontology Evolution Operations
Table 1 shows the properties of each of the above operations. When the type of change
is an addition (revision, update), we have the incorporation of new knowledge in the
ontology; in effect, the set of DL axioms of the change should be implied by the resulting
ontology. When the type of change is a deletion (contraction, erasure), the set of DL axioms
should not be a part of the resulting ontology, neither explicitly, nor implicitly (i.e., deducible
by the ontology). When the state of the world is static (revision, contraction), we have some
new observation, experiment etc regarding a world that has not changed; in effect, our
knowledge is enhanced with new data, allowing us to improve the conceptualization of the
world. When the world is dynamic (update, erasure), there is nothing wrong with our
conceptualization, but the world itself is evolving; therefore, our conceptualization of the
world should adapt to the new reality.
Representing changes at the level of axioms provides a very fine-grained approach to
the problem [48]. It also saves us from the need to define complex operators for each type of
change imaginable, since all the changes can be now expressed using one of the four
operations above and a set of DL axioms; if the change cannot be expressed using a set of DL
axioms, then the change is beyond the expressive power of the underlying DL, so we can’t
express it in the ontology anyway. In such a case, the problem lies on the representation
language chosen, not on our approach.
In the ontology BIRD_ONTOLOGY above, if we lose our faith in the belief that all birds
can fly, then we would like to remove the IsA relationship BIRD⊑FLY. In this case, we should
contract with the set {BIRD⊑FLY}. If, on the other hand, we observe that penguins actually
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don’t fly and that TWEETY is not a penguin then we would like to revise with the set
{PENGUIN⊑FLY, PENGUIN(TWEETY)}.
Now, let us present a more concrete example that will allow us to show the differences
between all four types of ontology evolution. Consider a box containing several objects, some
of which are chess pieces; all chess pieces are either black or white, but all black pieces are
made of plastic and all white pieces are made of wood. We also know that there is at least one
chess piece in the box, call it KING. The above facts are represented in an ontology as follows:
ONTOLOGY: CHESS_PIECES
CHESS_PIECE ⊑ BLACK ⊔ WHITE
(all chess pieces are black or white)
BLACK ⊓ CHESS_PIECE ⊑ PLASTIC
(all black pieces are plastic)
WHITE ⊓ CHESS_PIECE ⊑ WOODEN
(all white pieces are wooden)
disj(BLACK,WHITE)
(nothing can be both black and white)
disj(PLASTIC,WOODEN)
(nothing can be both plastic and wooden)
CHESS_PIECE(KING)
(KING is a chess piece)
Let us view some possible changes that can be performed in this ontology and their
intended effects:
 Revision: suppose that, through observation, we learn that KING is black. The proper
change in this case should be a revision with the set {BLACK(KING)}. This would
normally require no further changes to the ontology, except from the addition of the new
fact: BLACK(KING); in effect, the new observation allowed us to refine our knowledge
regarding the chess piece KING. Let us name this new ontology CHESS_PIECES_NEW.
 Contraction: suppose that, starting from the revised ontology (CHESS_PIECES_NEW), we
lose our faith in the belief that KING is black. This is a contraction operation, which, once
again, should be represented using the expression {BLACK(KING)}. This contraction can
be easily accommodated by simply removing the above statement from the ontology.
 Update: suppose now that we have the original ontology (CHESS_PIECES) and paint KING
black; then the change is an update. This update should be represented using the same set:
{BLACK(KING)}. But the result of the change is very different this time: if the piece was
originally white, then it would be wooden. But now it is painted black; thus, there will
exist one chess piece that is both black and wooden. This analysis shows that the rule
BLACK ⊓ CHESS_PIECE ⊑ PLASTIC should no longer be valid after the update.
 Erasure: suppose that we send a robot in the box with the following order: “if KING is
black, paint it with an arbitrary color; otherwise, do nothing”. Thus, if the color of KING is
not black, then no action will be taken. If its color is black, then the robot may choose to
paint it any color, including red, green, or even repaint it black. Thus, all we can assume
by the robot’s action is that the belief that the color of KING is black should be removed;
this is an erasure operation, with the set {BLACK(KING)}. We can’t assume that KING has
(or does not have) any particular color, as we don’t know the color that the robot selected
to paint it, so update is not applicable here. This action may invalidate some of the
statements of our ontology; indeed, we may now have a red chess piece, or a chess piece
that is both white and plastic. Thus, the expressions CHESS_PIECE ⊑ BLACK ⊔ WHITE and
WHITE ⊓ CHESS_PIECE ⊑ WOODEN are both invalidated.
If we had fed the above example to one of the current ontology editors, we would have
to take the literal description of the change (for example: “KING was painted black”) and then
decide on the complex and/or elementary changes required; in this particular case we should
remove one IsA (BLACK ⊓ CHESS_PIECE ⊑ PLASTIC) and add one assertion statement
(BLACK(KING)). Alternatively, we could have chosen to weaken, instead of removing, BLACK
⊓ CHESS_PIECE ⊑ PLASTIC, by replacing it with the following IsA: BLACK ⊓ CHESS_PIECE
⊓ {KING} ⊑ PLASTIC. The latter statement asserts that if something is a black chess piece,
but not the particular chess piece KING, then it is plastic. Such a statement would be more
accurate in this situation. And there are other possibilities too.
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Therefore, even in this simple example, there is a substantial amount of effort required
by the ontology engineer in order to accommodate the change. The ontology engineer might
have failed to notice the IsA removal required; such a failure would not lead to any
inconsistencies, so the system could not have noticed the problem and it could take a long
time before the ontology engineer noticed the problem himself. Even if he had noticed the
problem in the first place, he could have chosen to remove the IsA altogether, failing to notice
the second, more accurate alternative of weakening it.
In the alternative approach that we propose, the ontology engineer would need to
decide on the operation required and to represent the change (in this particular case: “update
with {BLACK(KING)}”). So, it would only need to feed the system with the input ontology and
order it to update this ontology with the above expression. The system should then (somehow)
perform the update in a proper and automatic way. The problem of the system deciding on the
changes to be performed is very difficult, but there are several belief change techniques that
could be of use here. We will deal with this part of the problem in the next subsections. The
important thing with these techniques is that they act in a formal and deterministic manner,
eliminating the possibility of mistakes like the ones described above.
In effect, what we are proposing is an extra layer in the system, that will perform the
actions currently handled by humans (phases 2 and 3). Once the problem of deciding the
changes to be made is solved, the system could then (automatically) forward the results to the
next phase for the implementation of these changes; from this point on, the process can be
automatically handled by existing systems. For this reason, our approach actually
supplements the existing approaches.
Of course, even in our approach, there is some user interaction that is required;
however, this could be easily avoided if necessary. For example, a robot can reasonably
assume that all information it receives through its sensors are revisions; sensors should have
inbuilt logic that allows them to translate observations (like the observation that a particular
chess piece is black) to logical statements (i.e., {BLACK(KING)}). Once this is accomplished,
the whole process can be fully automated. But even if this is not the case, the human
interaction required is substantially less than the one required in standard ontology evolution
approaches.

Open Versus Closed Vocabulary Assumption
Unfortunately, there is one important deficiency in our method. One common type of
operation that occurs in ontologies is the addition or deletion of concepts, roles and
individuals. In the standard algebraic approach, this amounts to changing the vocabulary S of
the ontology. However, the vocabulary has been dropped in our logical framework, so such
kinds of changes cannot be directly expressed.
This problem stems from the fact that DLs do not contain any constructors allowing us
to express the fact that “concept PENGUIN exists in the ontology”. Therefore, no set of DL
axioms could express the change “remove concept PENGUIN” or “add concept PENGUIN”.
Notice that such facts cannot be expressed in the ontology either, so this is actually a problem
of the representation language.
We will propose two methods to deal with this deficiency. These methods use the
concepts of Closed Vocabulary Assumption (CVA) and Open Vocabulary Assumption (OVA),
as well as the Existence Assertion Operator (hereby denoted by %), originally proposed
(under slightly different names) in [33], [35].
The existence assertion operator is a modal operator that can be used to enhance the
expressive power of DLs, allowing the expression of facts like the above. The symbol % is a
DL connective, followed by one element from the DL namespace to form an axiom. The
intuitive meaning of such an axiom is that said element “exists” in the ontology; for example,
the axiom %PENGUIN explicitly states that the concept PENGUIN exists in the ontology and is
useful for our conceptualization. This amounts to saying that PENGUIN is part of the
ontology’s vocabulary. This is a direct improvement to the expressive power of the DL and is
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applicable to all DLs. The addition of this operator to DLs eliminates the need for a special
signature structure in ontologies.
In order to make this operator useful, we must equip it with formal semantics
constraining how it can be used in the reasoning processes of the underlying DL; these formal
semantics have appeared in [33] and will not be repeated here. Informally, two conditions are
necessary in order to capture the semantics of the % operator. Firstly, any set of axioms
should imply the existence of all namespace elements that appear in the set and should not
imply the existence of any element that does not appear in the set. Secondly, an existence
assertion axiom of the form %A provides no information about A itself, except from the fact
that it is relevant to the ontology; thus, we cannot infer any non-trivial statements from %A.
Therefore, a set of axioms of the form {%A, %B, …} should only imply trivial statements,
like A≡A, B⊑B and so on. These ideas are consistent with our intuition behind the
introduction of the existence assertion operator.
In the above version of the existence assertion operator, a statement of the form %A
does not indicate whether A is a concept, role or individual, so one could consider refining the
operator in order to allow the discrimination between elements that are concepts (%C), roles
(%R) and individuals (%I), in effect replacing % with %C, %R, %I. Under this viewpoint, %CA
would mean that A “exists” (as part of the ontology’s vocabulary) and is a concept, %RA
would mean that A “exists” and is a role and %IA would mean that A “exists” and is an
individual. Unfortunately, it is quite hard to generalize the semantics of the single operator to
capture the semantics of the more complex case with the three operators.
Indeed, the semantics of the additional operators need to capture more facts. One
should make sure that something is of one type only; for example, %CA should not imply
%RA and vice-versa. Furthermore, one should be able to correctly determine the type of a
certain namespace element in an axiom; for example the axiom R.A≡B implies that R is a
role, while A and B are concepts, i.e., it implies that: %RR, %CA, %CB. To correctly
determine this fact, one must take into account the semantics of the DL operator  and
connective ≡. The same holds for all operators and connectives admitted by the DL at hand.
Finally, the two conditions of the single operator (%) should be generalized to apply to all
three operators (%C, %R, %I).
The introduction of these additional operators may be an overkill for most applications.
We could reasonably assume that the namespace of a DL is split into three disjoint sets, which
allow us to tell in an unambiguous manner whether a certain namespace element is a class,
role or individual. This eliminates the need for three different modal operators and allows us
to use the former approach, with the single operator, which is much simpler and has much
cleaner semantics. For this reason, we will only use the simple approach in this work.
The use of the existence assertion operator is necessary for the introduction of the
Closed Vocabulary Assumption (CVA). Under CVA it is assumed that concepts, roles or
individuals that are not used by an ontology (i.e., they appear nowhere in the ontology) are
not relevant to the ontology. In other words, an ontology needs and uses exactly the
namespace elements that explicitly appear in it. This assumption is usually desirable and is
often made implicitly in the literature (using the ontology signature). For example, a
University ontology uses concepts like STUDENT, COURSE etc, but does not use concepts like
PENGUIN or BIRD.
The Open Vocabulary Assumption (OVA) is the exact opposite: under this assumption,
all kinds of bizarre elements that the DL namespace allows us to define actually exist in the
ontology. For most of them, no information may be available at the time, but this does not
mean that they are not part of (or relevant to) our ontology. For example, a University
ontology contains no information about birds, yet the concept BIRD is part of the ontology, as
well as any other concept imaginable.
Under the standard terminology, an ontology under OVA corresponds to an ontology
whose signature contains all the elements in the DL namespace; an ontology under CVA
corresponds to an ontology whose signature contains exactly the elements that explicitly
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appear in some axiom of the ontology. Such elements may appear in “standard” DL axioms
(like A⊑B) or in existence assertion axioms (like %A).
The assumption (CVA or OVA) chosen for the ontology has several consequences in
both reasoning and ontology change. It also affects the definition <L,Cn> of the underlying
DL. Under the CVA, the existence assertion operator plays a central role in reasoning: a
namespace element A exists in an ontology (is part of its vocabulary) iff %A is a consequence
of the ontology. If A does not appear in any axiom (including axioms of the form %A), then
%A is not a consequence of the ontology (by the semantics of %), thus A is not considered a
part of (or relevant to) the ontology.
This fact has several strange side-effects; for example the axiom A⊑A is no longer a
tautology. This is true because A⊑A implies %A, so it implies that A exists in the ontology;
but A does not exist in an ontology that does not contain A in any of its axioms, so A⊑A is
not implied by any ontology (so it is not a tautology). If we accept A⊑A as a tautology, then
every ontology would imply A⊑A, which in turn implies that A exists in the ontology; this
way, BIRD would exist in the University ontology, voiding the founding principle of the CVA.
Under the standard viewpoint, this corresponds to the inability to reason about elements that
don’t appear in the ontology signature. For similar reasons, A⊑B⊔C is not a consequence of
A⊑B alone; however, A⊑B⊔C is a consequence of the set {A⊑B, %C}. If we assume CVA,
we must enhance the set L of the underlying DL by adding all the existence assertion axioms
that can be defined; furthermore, the consequence operator Cn must be changed according to
the guidelines presented above to reflect the intuitions behind the CVA.
Under the OVA, the existence assertion operator is no longer useful and provides no
real improvement to the expressive power of the underlying DL. Under OVA, all namespace
elements exist in all ontologies; thus, all axioms of the form %A are actually tautologies. The
bizarre reasoning behavior of the CVA no longer occurs; under OVA, A⊑A is a tautology and
A⊑B⊔C is implied by A⊑B. Thus, under OVA, no changes are required in the formal
representation of the DL as an <L,Cn> pair. This behavior is similar to the behavior of an
ontology whose signature contains all the elements of the underlying DL namespace.
Regarding ontology change, only the CVA can capture changes of the form “add
concept A to the ontology” or “remove concept A from the ontology”. For OVA, such
statements don’t make much sense, because A will be a part of the ontology anyway. For
CVA, such changes do make sense; they are also possible and can be expressed using the
existence assertion operator: to remove a concept A from an ontology, we need to contract
with {%A}; to add A, we need to revise with {%A}. Therefore, the deficiency that motivated
the introduction of OVA and CVA can be dealt with in one of the following two ways:
 We choose to use the CVA and enhance the underlying DL with the existence assertion
operator; this way, the information normally stored in the signature structure can be fully
expressed in the form of DL axioms, so the problematic changes are possible and are
cleanly included in our framework. This approach solves the problem by enhancing the
underlying language.
 We choose to use the OVA and keep the underlying DL as-is (no existence assertion
axioms are allowed); this way the problematic changes are not possible, because they
simply make no sense in the underlying language. This solves the problem by making it
void, i.e., by making this kind of changes impossible, because their formulation and
effects are not expressible in the underlying DL.
Notice that most approaches in the literature use a kind of hybrid approach on the
subject. The use of signatures implicitly forces the use of the CVA; yet, the existence
assertion operator is not introduced, because the use of the signature structure eliminates the
need for this operator. Addition and deletion of namespace elements is allowed (using the
signature structure implicitly); however, clean, formal semantics on what such an action
means is missing. As is common practice in the relevant research, only informal, intuitive
descriptions of the process are given.
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The introduction of the existence assertion operator and the use of the logical
representation of ontologies, allow the connection of the process with Tarski’s model and
provide the basis for the definition of its formal semantics. Furthermore, there is no reference
to the consequences of CVA in reasoning, assuming standard reasoning. This approach
contains the “a posteriori” assumption that the signature structure contains all the elements
necessary for the deduction at hand. This fact directly contradicts the initial assumption of
closed vocabulary. Our proposition provides the semantics required for a formal treatment of
this part of the problem of evolution.

Semantics of Change Phase
The semantics of change phase (phase 3) is probably the most crucial phase of ontology
evolution; during that phase the (direct or indirect) changes caused by a given change request
are determined. In the following, we will describe a framework that will allow us to use belief
change techniques and intuitions to address this problem.
In the rest of this discussion, it is irrelevant whether we use the OVA or the CVA, as
long as the assumption chosen has been correctly reflected in the <L,Cn> definition of the
representation language (DL). We will not generally force any particular properties on the
underlying DL, unless otherwise specified. As described above, ontologies will be expressed
as sets of expressions of the underlying language (OL); changes will also be represented in
the same way (XL). Again, this section will not provide concrete answers to the problem,
but it will provide an introductory framework that will hopefully motivate future work.

Defining an Ontology Evolution Algorithm
Before proceeding, it is useful to provide a formal definition of what constitutes an ontology
evolution algorithm (or operation). Our approach follows the path taken in [48], which also
coincides with the standard approach used in belief change; under this approach, an ontology
evolution algorithm is a function, mapping an ontology and a change to an ontology.
Therefore, for a given underlying logic <L,Cn>, an ontology evolution algorithm can be
formally defined as a function OE:P(L)P(L)→P(L).
We have defined four different types of evolution operations, namely revision,
contraction, update and erasure; therefore, a complete ontology evolution system should
support all four, by implementing four ontology evolution functions, one per operation. All
four of them should have the same signature (P(L)P(L)→P(L)), but the different semantics
of the four operations does not allow one to use the same function for all. An alternative
would be to add a certain flag on the change that indicates its semantics, i.e., the type of
operation required. This changes the signature of the ontology evolution function (because its
domain should include the flag) and it allows the integration of all four functions into one. In
this work, we will use the former approach, because it avoids the further definition of a
“flag”. The operation involved in each case should be clear from the context.
The above definition does not constrain an ontology evolution algorithm in any way;
any function with the proper range and domain can be so classified. This means that the
definition engulfs algorithms (i.e., functions) which exhibit properties undesirable for the
purpose of ontology evolution. In the following, we will address some of the properties which
affect the rationality of the result of the ontology evolution algorithm. These issues have
already been addressed in the belief change literature, but are now revisited under the prism of
ontology evolution. As we will see, in most cases, the considerations that have appeared in the
belief change literature are valid in the context of ontology evolution as well.

The Semantics of the Set of Changes
Under the viewpoint described in previous sections, a change request is represented using a
set of propositions (i.e., axioms) of the underlying DL. In belief change, the change is usually
represented using a single proposition. Our approach is, of course, more general than the
standard belief change option; the question is, is this generalization appropriate or necessary
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for ontology evolution? We argue that the properties of the representation languages
commonly used in ontologies (such as DLs) make such an option necessary.
Most belief change approaches assume that the underlying logic contains the usual
operators of classical logic, like , , , → etc and include classical tautological implication.
Furthermore, sets of expressions have conjunctive semantics, so the set {A, B} is actually
equivalent to {AB} (but see [73] for an alternative semantics). This way, any finite set can
be equivalently represented by a singular set, containing the conjunction of the finite set’s
propositions. These assumptions are taken for granted in most works of belief change, an
indicative list being [1], [13], [23], [46], [82], [90]. Under these assumptions, generalizing the
change to be a set of expressions (instead of a single one) is not a real improvement over the
standard case, complicating the problem without adding any interesting generality to it. This
is true because changes which are expressible only via infinite sets of expressions are not
interesting in practice (because they cannot be represented in a finite machine), while the
changes expressible via finite sets of expressions are also expressible by a single expression.
However, the above assumptions fail for DLs; in many DLs, the conjunction of axioms
is not possible, as the axioms have equational semantics (see [16] for details on equational
logic). For example, how could you express in a single axiom the set {A⊑B, R⊑S} in the
ALH DL, where A, B are concepts and R, S are roles? It follows that, for many DLs, there are
facts which are expressible by a set of axioms, yet non-expressible by any single axiom. In
this case the proposed generalization does make sense, as the new information (i.e., change)
might not be expressible using a single axiom. For this reason, we believe it would be
unnecessarily restrictive to constraint the change to be a single axiom only, as this does not
take full advantage of the expressive power of the underlying DL.
Assuming that the change is a set of axioms does not address the problem of the
semantics of this set of axioms. There are different ways that a set of propositions can be
interpreted (e.g., [73]). In this work, we assume the standard semantics for a set, i.e., that a set
represents a group of axioms all of which should be satisfied (conjunctive semantics); this is
the standard option for sets of axioms in DLs, as well as in most knowledge representation
languages.
For belief change (and for ontology evolution), there are even more facets to this
problem: a set of expressions may represent an iterated change ([21], [77], [89]); or it may
represent an entire new KB, in which case we are dealing with belief merging ([72]); in the
case of a contraction operation, a set of expressions may have package or choice semantics
([40]); alternatively, we may adopt the standard semantics, under which a set of expressions
represents the conjunction of a group of beliefs that should be used to perform a certain
operation (revision, contraction, update or erasure) upon the underlying KB. All these issues
are equally applicable for ontology evolution and should be resolved before addressing the
problem of determining the effects of the change, because the expected result of a certain
change differs, depending on the semantics adopted.
The proper semantics chosen for each change is obviously depending on the application
at hand. In current ontology evolution research, only the standard option is considered; the
case of merging is dealt with in the fields of ontology merging and integration (under a
different viewpoint) and the other options have not been considered. We believe that the
standard option is the most suitable as an initial approach to ontology evolution, given the
immaturity of the field; however, future research on the subject should address the other
options as well, as these alternative semantics are useful in certain cases.

Foundations and Coherence Theories (Belief Bases and Belief Sets)
As was argued in previous sections, there is a fundamental philosophical choice to be made in
belief change regarding the representation of the knowledge, i.e., whether the explicitly
represented knowledge serves as a justification for our beliefs (a belief base under the
foundational semantics) or whether it simply forms a manageable representation of an infinite
structure (a belief set under the coherence semantics).
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This choice is very important, greatly affecting the ontology evolution (and belief
change) algorithms considered. However, it is orthogonal to the representation language used,
because it is related to the knowledge level [91]. The choice of the viewpoint to employ
depends on philosophical intuition, personal preference and on the intended use (application)
of the KB (ontology in our context). Therefore, all the arguments, ideas and results discussed
in the belief change literature (see, for example, [42], [52], [53]) are equally applicable here.
In current ontology evolution literature, the foundational theory is usually implicitly
assumed for an ontology; no arguments are made in favor of this option, it’s just followed
without explicit mentioning or justification. In fact, the more practical character of ontology
evolution as opposed to general belief change and the need for efficient ontology evolution
algorithms favor this option. However, such a choice should not be taken lightly; only future
research can verify that this option is indeed more appropriate for the development of rational
ontology evolution algorithms. For more details on the pros and cons of each of the
alternatives (in the belief change context), refer to [42].

Postulation Methods Versus Explicit Constructions
To the authors’ knowledge, all current approaches for ontology evolution use the explicit
construction approach, in effect providing specific (manual or semi-automatic) approaches to
deal with the problem. This is partly justified by the more practical nature of ontology
evolution, as opposed to general belief revision. However, it is generally acceptable that both
approaches should be developed in parallel, one benefiting from the results of the other [82];
this is the standard methodology in belief change and most other areas of science, so we can’t
see why it should not be applicable here as well.
In this respect, we believe there is a certain gap in current research, partly caused by the
lack of efficient formalizations of the processes behind ontology evolution and partly by the
focus of current research on the technical and practical issues related to ontology evolution.
One of the goals of this work is the development of an adequate formalization for ontology
evolution, which will hopefully lead to certain postulation approaches. In a following section,
we will describe our work on the application of the AGM theory [1] to ontology evolution,
which uses the proposed framework to introduce a certain postulation for ontology
contraction [35], [36], inspired by the AGM theory of contraction.

Principle of Primacy of New Information
This principle has a special importance in the context of ontology evolution. The distributed
nature of the Semantic Web and the many diverse uses of ontologies in agent-based systems
or other autonomous environments, does not allow us to accept the new information in an
unconditional manner in all applications. In such cases, non-prioritized belief change [50]
may prove useful, under which it is possible that part (or all) of the change is rejected (i.e.,
ignored), because, for example, the source may be untrustworthy. We believe that, in the
context of the Semantic Web, the choice of the approach to be taken regarding this issue
should be made on a per-application basis.
In current ontology evolution algorithms, the user selects the change to be made, which
is then accepted unconditionally by the system. So the principle is generally valid [48].
However, the active participation of the user in the change process allows him to select only a
part of the change for application in the ontology. So, we could say that the principle is valid
for the system itself, even though it can be implicitly invalidated by the user, if he chooses to
modify an external change request before applying it to the system.

Principle of Irrelevance of Syntax
In the ontological context, the validity of this principle determines whether the syntactical
formulation of the ontology or the change affects the result of ontology evolution. Normally,
semantic, rather than syntactic, considerations should be the driving force behind ontology
evolution; in this sense the principle is valid in our context. Notice however that under the
foundational viewpoint, which is usually implicitly assumed in ontologies, a stronger version
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of this principle may be more appropriate, like in standard belief change. In any case, we
believe that the validity of this principle does not depend on the representation language itself,
but on the nature of the change and the KB (i.e., the application); it is also affected by our
choice regarding the knowledge model to use (coherence or foundational).

Consistency, Inconsistency, Coherence and Incoherence
The issue of ontology consistence (i.e., the Principle of Consistency Maintenance in the
terminology of belief change) is very important for ontology evolution in general [48] and, in
particular, for the semantics of change phase; according to [49] and [101], the main goal of
this phase is to ensure that the result of the change is a consistent ontology. The problem with
this statement is that it is not clear what exactly a “consistent ontology” is; the term
“consistent” (and “inconsistent”) is an overused term which has caused a certain amount of
confusion in the literature.
For example, in [9], an ontology is called consistent iff it has at least one model; under
the DL terminology, this means that there should be at least one interpretation that satisfies all
the (DL) axioms of the ontology. In [80], a consistent ontology is one that satisfies the set of
invariants defined in the ontology model and all its used entities are defined. The definition is
extended for sets of ontologies which have some kind of dependency and for replicated
ontologies; these issues are outside the scope of our discussion. According to [49], consistent
is an ontology which conforms to its “consistency model”. Under this viewpoint, there are
various notions of “consistency”, each with its own “consistency model”. In [48], a similar
use of the term is adopted, by defining three types of consistency, namely structural, logical
and user-defined, which are based on certain “consistency conditions”, depending on the
underlying ontology model. Under [100], “inconsistency” may be semantical or syntactical. In
[101], certain conditions that should be satisfied by any consistent ontology are presented.
All these different notions are not compatible with each other and may cause a certain
amount of confusion. In this report, we will use two different terms to describe the various
understandings of the term consistency (and inconsistency). An ontology will be called
inconsistent iff there is no interpretation satisfying all the DL axioms in the ontology; it will
be called incoherent iff it does not satisfy certain predefined constraints or invariants related
to efficient ontology design. These constraints describe the ontology’s “consistency model”, in
the terminology of [49]. Two popular sources of incoherence in this sense is the existence of
concepts which are unsatisfiable, or the existence of roles which have no predefined range or
domain. Inconsistency, in our sense, corresponds to “logical inconsistency” in the
terminology of [48].
Notice that an inconsistent ontology implies a logical contradiction, so any DL formula
is inferable by such an ontology. An incoherent ontology implies bad design which could
cause problems in the long run. Of course, the exact definition of “bad design” depends on the
ontology at hand. We will discuss the differences between inconsistency and incoherence in
more detail later in this section.
There are several causes for inconsistencies (and incoherencies) in an ontology; in [62],
four different scenarios which may cause such behavior in ontologies in the Semantic Web
are identified. It is also argued that, due to the chaotic nature of the Semantic Web, such
problems are unavoidable [62]. For this reason, several methods have been developed in the
literature in order to deal with inconsistencies (and incoherences).
In [61], [62] for example, the development of a non-standard inference relation is
proposed and the desired properties of such a relation are described. This inference relation
allows meaningful answers to queries, even when the underlying ontology is inconsistent;
thus, such a relation allows us to ignore the issue of inconsistency, or postpone the resolution
of an inconsistency to a later time. This is similar to the approaches used in paraconsistent and
nonmonotonic reasoning to deal with the explosive nature of classical entailment in the
presence of contradictions. In [57], it is proposed that inconsistencies are avoided altogether
by using a language (like SHOE) that disallows them.
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In [98], ontologies with unsatisfiable concepts are called incoherent and the process of
identification and elimination of such concepts is called “debugging”. Such ontologies are
considered to contain “logical contradictions” and a debugging algorithm for such ontologies
is proposed; this algorithm identifies the problematic concepts and provides clever algorithms
for tracking down the sources of this problematic behavior. The merging tool Chimaera [84]
has certain diagnostic tools allowing one to check the ontology for several types of
incoherencies (called inconsistencies in that paper). The same holds for other merging tools as
well, like PROMPT [94]. Classical DL reasoners can also be used to detect inconsistencies or
incoherencies in an ontology, but provide little support for resolving them [86].
We argue that ontology evolution need only concern with inconsistencies and ignore
incoherences. Incoherences are probably signs of bad design but nothing more; tools that
identify incoherences and provide methods for resolving them (like [98]) are clearly desirable,
but such a process has nothing to do with ontology evolution, being more related to ontology
design. Therefore, such modeling problems should not be automatically corrected by an
ontology evolution algorithm; instead they should be simply pointed out to allow other tools
(or the knowledge engineer) to handle them.
Inconsistent ontologies are undesirable in knowledge representation. An inconsistent
ontology implies anything, so it will return “yes” to all queries under a classical reasoner; this
“explosive” behavior is problematic [62], regardless of the application at hand, because such
an ontology does not really imply anything about the domain. On the other hand, incoherent
ontologies are not necessarily undesirable, even though in many cases an incoherent ontology
is a potential source of contradiction that would lead to an inconsistent ontology.
We will explain our arguments with certain examples. Consider the well-known
penguin example, in which the concept PENGUIN is defined as both a flying and a non-flying
animal:
ONTOLOGY: PENGUIN_ONTOLOGY
BIRD⊑FLY
(birds fly)
PENGUIN⊑BIRD
(penguins are birds)
PENGUIN⊑FLY
(penguins don’t fly)
In several contexts (e.g., [49]) the PENGUIN_ONTOLOGY would be considered inconsistent;
under our terminology, this ontology is only incoherent, but not inconsistent. It is incoherent
because the concept PENGUIN is necessarily an empty concept under the above
conceptualization and empty (i.e., unsatisfiable) concepts are usually undesirable, being
excluded from the ontology’s “consistency model”; for this reason, ontologies that don’t
satisfy this requirement are incoherent in most contexts. The ontology is consistent though,
because there are interpretations in which all the above DL axioms are satisfied. The problem
with this ontology is that, once we add an assertion stating that a certain individual belongs to
the concept PENGUIN (for example PENGUIN(PENGO)), the ontology becomes inconsistent;
however, no inconsistency arises until such an assertion is made. This is the source of the
problem and the reason that unsatisfiable concepts are usually undesirable: an unsatisfiable
concept is, in a sense, a potential source for contradiction when we start populating the
classes.
However, unsatisfiable concepts are not necessarily problematic. Let us change the
above ontology as follows: replace BIRD with HORSE, FLY with HORNED and PENGUIN with
UNICORN. The resulting ontology is:
ONTOLOGY: UNICORN_ONTOLOGY
HORSE⊑HORNED
(horses don’t have horns)
UNICORN⊑HORSE
(unicorns are horses)
UNICORN⊑HORNED
(unicorns have horns)
Performing the same analysis as before, we reach the conclusion that a unicorn both has and
does not have horns. This is again an incoherent ontology, but not an inconsistent one. The
concept UNICORN is unsatisfiable. However, could one characterize this behavior as
“problematic”? Probably not. To the authors’ knowledge there are no unicorns; in effect the
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concept UNICORN should be an empty one. It could even be the intention of the ontology
engineer for the concept UNICORN to be unsatisfiable, to denote exactly the fact that unicorns
do not exist.
Therefore, the problematic behavior of the PENGUIN_ONTOLOGY stems from our
common knowledge that penguins in fact do exist, so an unsatisfiable concept by the name of
PENGUIN is problematic; this argumentation collapses in the UNICORN_ONTOLOGY, exactly
because our background knowledge tells us that unicorns do not exist. The important point
here is that the two ontologies are structurally identical (see also the graph below), so a
computer-based system cannot discriminate between the two. Only a human, using a vast
amount of background knowledge, can detect the difference between these two cases.

Fly

¬Horned
¬Fly

Horned

Bird

Horse

Penguin

Unicorn

Tbox

Tbox

Abox

Abox

Now consider an ontology with the facts:
BIRD⊑FLY
(birds fly)
PENGUIN⊑BIRD
(penguins are birds)
This ontology is both coherent and consistent. Assume that we feed the above ontology to an
ontology evolution algorithm and ask it to revise it with the fact:
PENGUIN⊑FLY
(penguins don’t fly)
Simply adding the new fact in the ontology would lead to incoherency (but not
inconsistency). What should the algorithm do in this case? In many contexts, it is proposed
that the algorithm should detect the incoherency and take an action against it, for example
removing or weakening the axiom BIRD⊑FLY [62]. But, is that really what we want to do?
Should we give up our belief that birds fly because of the fact that such a belief makes the
class PENGUIN unsatisfiable? If you feel that the answer is positive, then consider the same
revision performed in the unicorn example: should we give up our belief that horses do not
have horns, just because someone came up with an imaginary concept called UNICORN? We
believe not; at least not until some new knowledge asserts that the concept PENGUIN (or
UNICORN) is in fact non-empty, in which case an action against this problematic behavior
(inconsistency) is justified. But no such action is justified against an incoherence, because no
computer system could tell the difference between a really problematic incoherence (i.e.,
PENGUIN) and a non-problematic “incoherence” (i.e., UNICORN). Similar arguments can be
made for other forms of incoherencies, like the existence of roles with no predefined range
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and/or domain [80], classes with only one subclass [100], undefined entities [80] or the
explicit storage of redundant statements (i.e., axioms) [48].
The above analysis shows that incoherences are not directly related to the problem of
ontology evolution. Spotting unsatisfiable concepts (as well as other types of incoherencies) is
undoubtedly an important task, because incoherences usually denote a problematic, or
suboptimal ontology design [98]. If an incoherence is identified, it should be pointed out,
warning the knowledge engineer of a potential design problem and allowing the continuous
refinement of the ontology [100]; for this reason, tools that detect incoherences are highly
desirable. However, the development of such tools is outside the scope of ontology evolution
research, being more related to the area of ontology design and maintenance.
This leads to another very important difference between incoherent and inconsistent
ontologies: inconsistent ontologies are always undesirable, so the sources of inconsistency
should be tracked down and eliminated during ontology evolution, ontology merging or any
other process that created them; incoherent ontologies are usually undesirable, so the sources
of incoherency should be pointed out for further processing that will determine whether they
are indeed undesirable or not; yet, such an action need not be taken immediately, because an
incoherent ontology (unlike an inconsistent one) can still provide meaningful answers to a
user.
There is yet another type of “inconsistency” that is addressed in the ontology evolution
literature: the term “structural consistency” refers to ontologies which are formulated
according to their representation language, i.e., using no features, constructions or axioms
which are not included in the language [48]. This issue corresponds to the Principle of
Adequacy of Representation in the belief change terminology, i.e., to the requirement that the
new, evolved ontology (respectively KB) must be formulated using the same representational
language as the original ontology (respectively KB).
We argue that this problem has nothing to do with inconsistency or incoherency; an
ontology that does not conform to the requirements of the underlying representation language
is simply ill-formed. It is the same as using the axiom A.B⊑C, for A a concept term: such
an axiom does not denote an inconsistency; it’s just not part of the underlying DL. Regardless
of terminology, an ontology evolution algorithm should always make sure that the resulting
ontology is properly expressed according to the rules of the underlying representational
language. This is a most basic prerequisite for any kind of formal or informal treatment of the
problem. This basic requirement has already been incorporated in the definition of an
ontology evolution function (i.e., algorithm) and we will always implicitly assume that it
holds, without further mentioning.

Principle of Fairness
The principle of fairness is a very important, but underestimated principle. It guarantees the
determinism and reproducibility of an ontology evolution (or belief change) algorithm. It is
important because non-determinism may lead to complications, such as the inability to predict
the result of a change or the inability to “undo” a certain change. Current ontology evolution
algorithms, being human-driven, are non-deterministic: one cannot predict the sequence of
changes that a user will initiate in response to a certain need (i.e., a complex change), because
not all users have the same views on how a certain change should be implemented [100]. On
the other hand, the principle of fairness is an inherent property of our definition of an
ontology evolution algorithm, because a function is by definition deterministic. This is also
one of the advantages of our methodology: automatic ontology evolution guarantees that the
result of a change will be reproducible and reversible.

Principle of Minimal Change
As already stated, this is the most important issue to resolve before developing a rational
belief change algorithm. Any given change can be resolved in several ways [48] and the
system (belief change algorithm) should choose one; this should be the one that minimizes a
certain undesired quantity (e.g., information loss), or maximizes a certain desired quantity
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(e.g., reliance in the resulting KB). There are several ways to count these quantities, each
resulting from a different metric and leading to a different implementation of the principle;
such an implementation underlies every work on belief change, determining the algorithm’s
properties and behavior when faced with a change.
This is also true in the ontology evolution world: according to [48], the result of an
ontology evolution operation should be an ontology that satisfies the user’s requirement for a
change (i.e., the Principle of Primacy of New Information) and it is at the same time a
consistent ontology (i.e., satisfies the Principle of Consistency Maintenance); since there are
several different ways to resolve a particular inconsistency (just like in belief change), one
must choose the one that modifies the original ontology in a minimal manner [48]. This is the
Principle of Minimal Impact, in the terminology of [48] (i.e., the Principle of Minimal Change
in the belief change terminology). Notice the closeness between the considerations expressed
in [48] and the ones that have been expressed in the context of belief change (using a slightly
different terminology) in [41]; this is another argument in favor of the connection between the
two research areas.
Under our proposition, the basic “block of knowledge” in ontologies is the axioms.
Therefore, the loss of information could be counted in terms of the number and importance of
the axioms that need to be removed from the ontology in order for the new information to be
accommodated. Alternatively, the loss of information could be counted in model-theoretic
terms (via some kind of distance metric between the interpretations satisfying the original and
the modified ontology) through some specially designed distance metric between ontologies
or via certain conditions (postulates) that identify acceptable and non-acceptable
modifications. All the above methods have been successfully used in the belief change
context (see [1], [20], [43], [46], [54], [68] for some examples).
Current approaches to ontology evolution focus on the structure of the ontology in a
graph-based representation, so there is no similar “basic block of knowledge”. The concepts,
roles and individuals are the building blocks in this case, as well as the connections (relations)
between these objects. Since axioms are usually not considered to be parts of an ontology
[95], the graphical representation of the ontology could prove useful for determining the
distance between the original and the modified ontology in a formal manner. Under this
viewpoint, specially designed distances between graphs could prove interesting.
Current ontology evolution tools avoid the difficulty of defining such a distance
through the use of semi-automatic evolution methods: they usually provide the knowledge
engineer with certain alternatives allowing him to select the one that minimizes the
“information loss”. Since the selection is made by the user, he is responsible for minimizing
the information loss resulting from the change. For example, when a concept is removed, its
former instances could be either removed or reclassified; it is up to the user to determine the
best alternative, either directly, or indirectly, via some kind of evolution strategy [100]. Of
course, there is no guarantee that these are the only alternatives, since there is no formal study
showing that. Also, the system should allow hybrid approaches, for example removing some
of the instances and reclassifying the others. In any case, there is no formal study (or metric)
measuring the information loss of each alternative; it is up to the user to select the less
plausible facts for removal from the ontology.
In [48], a method based on the notion of confidence is sketched, but not validated. The
authors prefer to use a simpler approach, using the notion of “structural connection” between
axioms and counting information loss as being equal to the number of removed axioms. The
alternative method (based on confidence) would exploit extra-logical information regarding
our confidence on each axiom, allowing a computer system to detect and remove the less
plausible axioms automatically. The notion of confidence is similar to the belief change
notion of epistemic entrenchment [43]. Weakening a contradictory ontology using any of the
above methods allows us to restore its consistency with minimal loss of information.
However, the loss of information is counted differently in each case giving different meaning
to the term “minimal”; thus, the result of the change would also be different in each case.
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Some Simple Examples
In this section we will attempt to sum up the most important features and ideas presented
above by showing the practical feasibility of the approach through certain simple, but intuitive
examples. Of course, the examples will be addressed in an informal manner, as our
proposition does not provide an explicit algorithm for ontology evolution, but a set of general
suggestions on how the intuitions and results developed in the belief change literature can be
exploited to produce working ontology evolution algorithms. We will use both logical and
graphical representations to illustrate these examples.
Let us consider a very simple ontology, asserting that elephants cannot fly:
ONTOLOGY: DUMBO_ONTOLOGY
ELEPHANT⊑FLY
(elephants don’t fly)
Now, reading the story by Helen Aberson Mayer and Harold Perl regarding Dumbo, the
little flying elephant, we learn that there is a certain individual, DUMBO, which is an elephant.
So we revise our beliefs with the fact:
ELEPHANT(DUMBO)
(DUMBO is an elephant)
This can be easily accomplished by adding the above axiom to our original ontology,
because this would result to no contradiction. It is generally acknowledged in the belief
change literature that revision should be the same as expansion when no contradiction occurs
[1], [41]. For similar reasons, the problem of ontology revision is interesting only when the
new information contradicts the old. This case occurs when, during our reading of the tale on
Dumbo, we find out that Dumbo can actually fly. Our ontology should be revised with a set
containing the following fact:
FLY(DUMBO)
(DUMBO can fly)
Simply adding this fact to our ontology would result to an inconsistency, because a
certain individual (DUMBO) would be asserted to be a member of two concepts which are by
definition disjoint (FLY and FLY). The question is, how do you deal with this problem? In
other words, how do you revise the ontology:
{ELEPHANT⊑FLY, ELEPHANT(DUMBO)}
in the face of the new data:
{FLY(DUMBO)}
One possible approach is based on the fact that the above DL axioms can be translated
to FOL [7]; following this translation, we could use one of the numerous belief change
algorithms that deal with revision in classical logic and then translate the result back to a DL
axiom. This approach is rather naïve, for two reasons; first, even though the majority of DLs
are fragments of FOL, there are several ones which go beyond FOL expressiveness [14];
second, even if the underlying DL is a fragment of FOL, there is no guarantee that the result
of the revision will be expressible in this DL. If the result of the applied algorithm is
something not expressible in the underlying DL, we would violate one of the most important
principles of ontology evolution (and belief change), namely the Principle of Adequacy of
Representation. For these reasons, we would like to use an algorithm that will be applicable to
DL axioms directly, without the need for any intermediate translation.
As already mentioned, we would like the system to be able to decide, given the new
information that DUMBO can fly, how to accommodate this fact, autonomously, without
human intervention. We believe that this is a plausible goal, because in standard belief change
the problem has been successfully addressed without human intervention. The additional
difficulty in this approach (with respect to standard approaches to ontology evolution) is that
the new data simply informs us that DUMBO can fly, but this gives us no clue as to how to
include this information to our ontology. In standard ontology evolution approaches the
change includes information that determines how the change should be resolved because the
changes represent operations such as “Remove_Concept”, “Add_IsA”, “Move_SubTree” etc;
this greatly simplifies the problem, but relies on human intervention to determine the type and
order of these operations in response to the new data.
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Following the general principles of belief revision, the proper approach towards
implementing this revision is to find a weakening of the original ontology:
{ELEPHANT⊑FLY, ELEPHANT(DUMBO)}
such that the addition of the revising expression to this weakened ontology will not lead to an
inconsistency. This weakening should be “minimal” in the sense of the Principle of Minimal
Change; what remains to be fixed is the definition of the term “minimal”.
A human agent could in this case determine that, since the information came from a
fairy tale, we should not treat it as a standard, but as an exception. Thus, we have no reason to
eliminate our belief that elephants don’t fly; instead, we should add an exception to this belief
stating that all elephants but DUMBO cannot fly. This conclusion is based on common sense
(e.g., fairy tales are not reliable) and on extra-logical information (e.g., reliability of each of
our beliefs). An alternative approach would be to weaken (or remove) the fact that DUMBO is
an elephant, because the resulting contradiction caused us to simply lose our faith in what we
read in the fairy tale.
In any case, this is something that the system should be able to decide upon. To allow
this, we could for example equip our axioms with a certain entrenchment [43] or confidence
[48] ordering, which would determine the less reliable facts of the ontology. This option is not
as simple as it may seem, because this ordering should be also extended to implicit axioms
(i.e., consequences of the ontology) in a proper way (see [2], [43] for details). Alternatively,
we could consider all axioms equally reliable (using no additional information) and use a
certain algorithm that weakens the whole ontology uniformly, until the desired level of
weakening is reached; examples of belief change algorithms that implement this idea are: [1],
[20], [46]. Of course, the above works are not directly applicable to DLs, as the underlying
assumptions are generally different; however, the intuitions behind the algorithms are valid in
this context as well.
Let us assume that the system chooses to weaken the axiom ELEPHANT⊑FLY. One
extreme approach would be to eliminate the axiom altogether; we consider this a special case
of weakening, in which the axiom is replaced by the empty set. However, as explained above,
a better option would be to treat DUMBO as an exception. Under this viewpoint, we would like
to replace the above axiom with the axiom: ELEPHANT⊓{DUMBO}⊑FLY. This would
result to the following (revised) ontology:
ONTOLOGY: DUMBO_ONTOLOGY_REVISED
ELEPHANT⊓{DUMBO}⊑FLY
(all elephants, but DUMBO, don’t fly)
ELEPHANT(DUMBO)
(DUMBO is an elephant)
FLY(DUMBO)
(DUMBO can fly)
This is a consistent ontology (Principle of Consistency Maintenance); the revision has
resulted in minimal loss of information (Principle of Minimal Change) and has
accommodated the revision (Principle of Primacy of New Information). We see that this result
is therefore compatible with the most important general principles of the dynamics of change,
as studied in belief change. There is one question that remains unanswered though: how could
the system select the proper weakening of the ontology? Assuming that the axiom(s) to be
weakened have been selected using one of the above methods, how would the system decide
on the exact weakened version of those axioms?
This task could be accomplished either in model-theoretic terms, or using a certain
syntactic or semantic scheme that iteratively weakens the selected axiom(s) until the desired
result has been reached. Both approaches have been used in the belief change literature (e.g.,
[1], [10], [19], [68], [82], [105]); the problem has been addressed in the DL context as well (in
[48]); the scheme used for reasoning under inconsistency in [61], [62] could also be adapted
to address the same problem.
In the following figure we will show how this revision can be performed using current
ontology evolution systems. Notice the number of operations upon the ontology graph that
should be initiated in order to perform this (seemingly simple) change in the ontology: first
(phase 1), we should introduce three new concepts ({DUMBO}, {DUMBO},
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ELEPHANT⊓{DUMBO}); following that, we should add the obvious relationships between
these concepts (phase 2), by asserting that the individual DUMBO is an instance of {DUMBO}
and connecting the concept ELEPHANT⊓{DUMBO} via IsA relationships to its immediate
parents (ELEPHANT and {DUMBO}); then, we should add two more obvious IsA
relationships between {DUMBO} and ELEPHANT, as well as between {DUMBO} and FLY
(phase 3); next, the IsA between ELEPHANT and FLY should be removed and replaced by the
weaker IsA between ELEPHANT⊓{DUMBO} and FLY (phase 4); finally, we should remove
the redundant membership assertions between DUMBO and ELEPHANT and between DUMBO
and FLY (phase 5), as these are direct consequences of other relationships in the ontology
(eliminating redundant relationships is considered necessary in several ontology evolution
works, like [48], [100]). All the above modifications are shown, step-by-step, in the figure in
the next page.
Notice that in certain contexts, the existence of a single subconcept of a given concept
(as is the case with FLY and {DUMBO} in our example) is considered suboptimal behavior
[100], [101], which should initiate further changes and refinements in the concept hierarchy.
We don’t address this issue here because we believe that this problem could be considered a
mild type of incoherency; as argued before, dealing with incoherencies is part of ontology
design (not ontology evolution), thus outside the scope of this work.
The above considerations are equally true in the ontology merging context. Indeed,
consider the following ontologies, which are homogeneous and they use the same
terminology and naming conventions, the same underlying DL language etc:
ONTOLOGY: TWEETY_ONTOLOGY1
BIRD⊑FEATHERS
(all birds have feathers)
FEATHERS(TWEETY)
(TWEETY has feathers)
BIRD(TWEETY)
(TWEETY is a bird)
FLY(TWEETY)
(TWEETY can’t fly)
ONTOLOGY: TWEETY_ONTOLOGY2
BIRD⊑FLY
(birds fly)
BIRD(TWEETY)
(TWEETY is a bird)
FEATHERS(TWEETY)
(TWEETY has feathers)
Both ontologies are consistent (and coherent); however, if one tries to merge them by
simply taking the union of the axioms in each, the result would be an inconsistent ontology,
because the individual TWEETY would be asserted to be both a flying and a non-flying
individual. To address this problem, one could choose to weaken one or both ontologies
before taking the union; the dynamics of this weakening are generally similar to the standard
case (revision). However, in the context of merging, it makes sense to consider the axioms
that appear in both ontologies as more reliable [74]; also, the Principle of Primacy of New
Information is not applicable here. In short, the general considerations (regarding ontology
evolution) that appeared in previous sections make sense and can be applied in (some part of)
ontology merging, with the necessary adaptations to address the slightly different nature of
the problem. Notice however that, in ontology merging, resolving any possible
heterogeneities between the source ontologies is an important issue, whose resolution should
precede any attempt of weakening the ontologies. Therefore, the general principles of our
work are applicable in the part of merging that resolves the resulting inconsistencies.
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Discussion and Comparison of the Approaches
We believe that our approach will be helpful in resolving some of the deficiencies of the
proposed ontology evolution methods. As already mentioned, this approach is complementary
(and not rivalrous) to the current state-of-the-art techniques, allowing them to resolve certain
issues that are currently improperly handled, the most important one being the manual or
semi-automatic way of handling the changes.
In current ontology evolution, ontology change is considered a one-off process; as
such, its manual handling is feasible (even though not practical), as the ontology engineer can
take the time required to perform the needed changes. Our method is addressed to
applications in which changes occur often, so the ontology engineer cannot handle the burden
of updating the ontology manually; it is also applicable in cases where it is difficult,
impossible or undesirable for an ontology engineer to handle the change himself (for example
in autonomous robots or software agents, in large ontologies developed by a group of
engineers or in time-critical applications). In such cases, user-driven ontology evolution is not
applicable, so a framework allowing automatic ontology evolution is highly desirable.
Apart from applicability, we consider our method superior because it provides clean
semantics, allowing a formal treatment to the problem of ontology evolution; this kind of
formality is generally missing in standard approaches. It allows us to use the postulation
approach to address the general problems of ontology evolution under a theoretical viewpoint
(also missing in the current state-of-the-art). In this respect, the issues addressed in the belief
change literature may prove extremely useful towards the formalization and postulation of the
process of ontology evolution; several examples of this pattern have been mentioned in
previous sections.
The formality of our approach also allows us to abstract from the knowledge
representation formalism used to represent the ontology, using only the properties necessary
to establish our desired results; on the other hand, existing ontology evolution methods
heavily depend on the exact properties of the underlying ontology language [49], so they are
not easily transferable to other formalisms. Finally, this formality led to the development of a
novel formal distinction between the CVA and OVA, a distinction that has been neglected in
the relevant literature, as the issues involved in this distinction are dealt with implicitly and in
a rather blurred and inconsistent manner.
Standard methods deal with each different atomic or composite operation
straightforwardly. There is a certain matching, assigning each type of change (i.e., operation)
with a certain function that describes the actions taken to address the given change. The price
to pay for this simplicity is scalability: one new process (function) must be defined for each
new type of operation devised. Unfortunately, there is a great (possibly infinite) number of
different operations to consider [71], [102], so the lack of scalability is a real bottleneck for
future research. On the contrary, under our viewpoint, there are only four different operations
to consider (namely, revision, contraction, update and erasure); these engulf all the types of
operations that one may wish to perform upon an ontology, even though there is no exact
matching between these four operations and the (atomic or composite) operations used in the
standard approach.
The reason for the lack of a mapping between these two sets of operations lies on a
fundamental difference underlying their definition: the two approaches reflect a different
viewpoint on how the changes should be interpreted and handled. Our approach is
“observation-centered”: a new observation reflects a certain need for ontology evolution. The
ontology engineer (or some automatic sensor or similar device) should identify the type of
observation i.e., whether it changed the real world or not and whether it added knowledge or
added uncertainty by casting doubt on some existing knowledge (in which case we are dealing
with removal of knowledge). Addressing these two issues is enough to determine the type of
operation involved; the exact operand of the change (i.e., the set of propositions representing
the change) should also be determined, manually or automatically. Using these two facts, the
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change is then fed into the system which should identify the actual modifications to perform
upon the ontology to address the change (observation) and perform these changes
automatically.
The standard approach is “change-centered”: we are not interested in the observation
itself that initiated the change, rather we are interested on the actual changes that should be
physically performed upon the ontology in response to this observation. In this case, the
ontology engineer identifies the observation and decides (manually or with the aid of the
system) on the actual changes that should be performed upon the ontology; these are
ultimately fed to the system for implementation. This gives more control to the ontology
engineer, making the process more straightforward, but it also adds a significant overhead to
the process of ontology evolution, making it more time-consuming and error-prone in several
cases [101].
This analysis shows that our approach adds an extra layer of abstraction to ontology
evolution: the changes to be performed upon the ontology are decided by the system, not by
the ontology engineer. This allows the ontology engineer to deal with high-level observations
only, leaving the low-level modifications that should be performed upon the ontology in
response to these observations to be determined and handled by the system.
Another important innovation associated with our approach is that it focuses on axioms,
rather than on the structural connection between concepts, roles and individuals in a
representation graph, as is usually the case in the standard approaches. This axiom-based
viewpoint allows us to use the full power of the underlying logical formalism; more
importantly, it provides cleaner and more formal semantics, compared to the standard
approaches, which build on frame-like or object models [48].
The above observations show that our approach provides the ontology evolution
research field with tools, ideas and features that are currently unavailable. This method,
coupled with the exciting features provided by current ontology evolution tools, such as
undo/redo capabilities, visual representation, collaborative editing, atomicity and transactional
nature of changes, change propagation, verification features, inconsistency and incoherency
detection tools, ontology repair capabilities etc, will provide interesting solutions to problems
currently faced by ontology-based applications when modifications in the underlying
ontology are required.

Specific Applications of Belief Change to Ontology Evolution
There are certain works that apply belief change techniques to ontology evolution, such as
[66], [76], [86]; these works were developed independently, but they closely follow our line
of thought as described in the previous sections. We will briefly present these approaches, as
they are exemplary of the research direction we are proposing regarding ontology evolution.
They can be viewed as applications of our viewpoint for certain belief change techniques.
One such work, at a preliminary stage, is [66], where the authors propose the use of the
AGM theory [1] for ontology evolution. Only some informal ideas regarding the connection
of the AGM theory with ontology evolution are provided. The focus lies on the operations of
contraction and revision and, following the lead of the AGM postulates [1], certain properties
that should hold in a rational contraction and revision operation are presented. However, these
properties are not directly applicable to many DLs, for the same reasons that the AGM theory
is not directly applicable to such DLs (see [35]), so this is a problem that remains to be solved
by the authors. We will discuss this problem in more detail at a later point.
In [76], a similar path is taken. The focus is on a certain preference ordering that is
inspired by previous work on epistemic entrenchment [43] in the belief change literature. The
interrelationship between the Abox and the Tbox of the DL KB in the context of ontology
evolution is studied and the distinction between the two parts of the KB is taken seriously.
Only revision is considered, studying how new knowledge can be incorporated in a DL KB
without introducing inconsistencies. Unlike our approach, the new knowledge (change) is a
single DL axiom. The DL considered is ALU. The effects of this work on ontology merging
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are briefly discussed, as well as the differences of this problem with classical belief merging
[72], [74]. The authors also study ontology revision in a sense slightly different than the one
used in our work: under their understanding, the term ontology revision refers to the addition
of an Abox assertion to the DL KB.
An interesting extension of a belief change algorithm appears in [86], where the authors
attempt to recast the maxi-adjustment algorithm [10], originally introduced for propositional
knowledge integration, to the context of DLs. This algorithm allows the elimination of any
inconsistencies that could arise in a stratified KB after its expansion with a new proposition,
which, in turn, allows the development of a revision algorithm. The authors propose a basic
and a refined algorithm which apply the ideas of maxi-adjustment to DLs. Unfortunately, for
their method to be applicable, the disjunction of DL axioms needs to be definable, which is
not possible in standard DLs. For this reason, the authors provide the necessary definitions
and semantics for the introduction of disjunctive DLs, a certain DL extension for which
axiom disjunction is allowed. This, however, constitutes a departure from the classical DL
model, limiting the applicability of this approach.
In the rest of this section, we will describe a certain approach that we developed which
follows the ideas and intuitions described in previous sections; this approach has been
presented in [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38] and can be seen as an application of the above
framework. The method is based on one of the most important works on belief change,
namely the AGM theory [1], and studies the feasibility of its application to DLs and OWL,
two families of languages commonly used for the representation of ontologies. The problems
encountered during this work are exemplary of the complications that arise during the
migration of belief change techniques to ontology evolution.
In these works, only the problem of ontology contraction is addressed; ontology
revision is also handled [36], but research on revision is currently at a preliminary stage.
Inspired by the notion of rational contractions as was formally defined by Alchourron,
Gärdenfors and Makinson (AGM for short) in their seminal paper ([1]), we attempted to apply
the same notion to DLs and OWL and determined whether it is possible to recast the original
formulation of the AGM postulates so as to be applicable to the above logics.

AGM Theory
The AGM theory [1] is undoubtedly the most influential approach in the field of belief
change. The authors of [1] attempted to formalize the field of belief change by addressing the
general problem of finding the properties that a rational belief change operator should satisfy.
In effect, they used the postulation method, as opposed to an explicit construction which was
the general trend at the time. They dealt with two important operations (revision, contraction)
and one trivial one (expansion), providing one set of postulates (the AGM postulates) for each
of revision and contraction.
AGM made several, quite general assumptions when formulating their theory. They
followed Tarski’s viewpoint on the definition of a logic, so a logic, in the AGM theory, is a
pair <L,Cn>. This assumption provides the link between their theory and the world of
ontologies, as ontological representation languages (like DLs and OWL) can also be viewed
as <L,Cn> pairs, as we explained before. However, AGM made additional assumptions as
well: they assumed that the underlying logic is closed under the standard operators of PL (,
, , → etc) and that the consequence operator includes classical tautological implication, is
compact and satisfies the rule of introduction of disjunctions in the premises (i.e.,
Cn(X(Cn(Y)Cn(Z)))=Cn(XY)Cn(XZ), for all X, Y, ZL).
Regarding the operation of contraction, AGM assumed that a KB is a set of
propositions of the underlying logic (say KL) which is closed under logical consequence
(i.e., K=Cn(K)), also called a theory. This means that AGM use belief sets, i.e., they adopt the
coherence model. The KB can be contracted or revised with any single expression xL of the
logic. Thus, the operations of contraction and revision can be formalized as functions
mapping the pair (K, x) to a new KB K (denoted by K=Kx, K=K+x respectively). Notice
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that this formalization is very similar to our formalization for an ontology evolution operator.
The above assumptions allow any binary operator to be a “contraction” or “revision” operator,
which, of course, should not be the case; for this reason, AGM introduced several restrictions
(in the form of rationality postulates) on the result of such operators.
Regarding contraction, AGM restricted the result to be a theory itself (see postulate
(K1) below). As already stated, contraction is an operation that is used to remove knowledge
from a KB; thus, the result should not contain any new, previously unknown, information
(K2). Moreover, contraction is supposed to return a new KB such that the contracted
expression is no longer believed or implied (K4). Finally, the result should be syntaxindependent (K5) and should remove as little information from the KB as possible, in
accordance with the Principle of Minimal Change (K6); such a removal of information
should be made only when necessary (K3). The above intuitions were formalized in the
basic AGM postulates for contraction, which are the following:
(K1) Kx is a theory
(closure)
(K2) KxK
(inclusion)
(K3) If xCn(K), then Kx=K
(vacuity)
(K4) If xCn(), then xCn(Kx)
(success)
(K5) If Cn(x)=Cn(y), then Kx=Ky
(preservation)
(K6) KCn((Kx){x})
(recovery)
Likewise, for revision, the result should be a theory (K+1); the new information should
be included in the result, because we are dealing with revision (K+2). The result should be
consistent (K+4) and should be independent of the exact syntactical formulation of the
revision (K+5). If the new information contradicts the KB, then some information should be
removed to avoid contradictions; but information should be removed only when necessary,
and only as little as possible to guarantee the consistency of the result (see (K+3) and (K+6)
below). The basic AGM postulates for revision are the following:
(K+1) K+x is a theory
(K+2) xK+x
(K+3) If xCn(K), then K+x=Cn(K{x})
(K+4) If xCn(), then K+x is consistent
(K+5) If Cn(x)=Cn(y), then K+x=K+y
(K+6) (K+x)K = K(x)
In addition to the above basic postulates, AGM proposed two, quite powerful,
supplementary postulates [AGM85] for each operation, which concern composite belief
change. The supplementary postulates for contraction are:
(K7) (Kx)(Ky)K(xy)
(K8) K(xy)Kx, provided that xK(xy)
The supplementary postulates for revision are:
(K+7) K+(xy)Cn((K+x)y)
(K+8) Cn((K+x){y})K+(xy), provided that yK+x
These postulates formally express the AGM viewpoint on some of the philosophical
debates that we described in previous sections, in effect describing the AGM notion of
“rationality” for a contraction and revision operator. It must be emphasized that there is a
whole class of operators that satisfies the AGM postulates. In fact, this is the role of
postulation [41]: further refinement of such operators should be the subject of explicit
constructions and more applied research. The AGM postulates determined a class of rational
operators; the issue of selecting one of them for use in a particular application is greatly
depending on the application itself, among other things.
The AGM model is still one of the dominating models in belief change research. The
key reason for its importance lies in the wide acceptance that it received by fellow
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researchers. The only postulate that has been seriously debated is the contraction postulate of
recovery (K6), as some works [39], [54] state that (K6) is counter-intuitive, while others
state that it forces a contraction operator to remove too little information from the KB [51].
However, it is generally acceptable that the recovery postulate cannot be dropped unless
replaced by some other constraint that would somehow express the Principle of Minimal
Change. For a thorough discussion on this issue refer to [83].
Despite these objections, the postulates greatly influenced future postulation attempts
as well as explicit constructions. It would not be an overstatement to say that this work set the
foundations for future research on the field of belief change providing a theoretical basis upon
which deeper results could be developed. Most subsequent works praised, criticized,
commented, used, extended or provided alternative characterizations of the AGM model
making it the most influential approach on belief change.
The line of research that followed the publication of the AGM theory gave several
interesting results. For example, several intuitively appealing explicit constructions for
families of contraction or revision operators (like partial meet selection functions [1],
epistemic entrenchment [43], safe contraction [2] and systems of spheres [46]) have been
shown to produce exactly the class of operators that satisfies the AGM postulates for
contraction and revision. The fact that these intuitively appealing constructions produce
exactly the same operators as the AGM postulation approach forms an additional argument in
favor of the importance of the AGM postulates as a determinant for rational revision and
contraction operators.
Other results related to the AGM theory deal with the connection of the AGM
postulates with other conditions or informal notions that have appeared in the literature; this
study was made by AGM themselves in [1], [41], [82]. Alternative formulations of the
postulates in the propositional setting were proposed in [68]. All these results form another
argument in favor of the AGM model.
A detailed account of such results is outside the scope of this work; however, we will
describe one particularly interesting result, which is related to the connection between the
operations of revision and contraction. This connection is described by the Levi and Harper
identities [41]. The Levi identity has the following formulation:
K+x=Cn((Kx){x})
The intuitive idea behind this identity is that, in order to revise a KB K with x, one needs to
remove any possible source of contradiction (by contracting with x) and then expand the
result with x. This viewpoint makes revision a two-stage process: initially everything that
implies x is removed from the KB; then the KB is expanded with x. The first step
guarantees that no inconsistencies will arise during the second step. This identity allows us to
produce a revision operator from a given contraction operator.
The Harper identity is actually equivalent to the AGM postulate (K+6). Its formulation
is given from (K+6) by replacing x with x and vice-versa:
Kx=(K+x)K
The intuitive idea is the following: if we revise a KB K with x, the revision operator will
make sure that x is a consequence of the new KB; since the new KB is consistent it cannot
imply both x and x at the same time. Therefore, the revision by x will, as a side-effect,
eliminate from the original KB any occurrences of x, as well as any propositions that imply x.
If we keep from K+x the part that originally belonged to K, we will get a part of K that does
not imply x. This process allows us to get a contraction operator from a revision operator.
These identities show that the two operations are interdefinable. Their importance
stems from their relation with the AGM theory: if a contraction operator satisfies the basic
postulates for contraction, then the revision operator that the Levi identity generates satisfies
the basic postulates for revision. The dual result holds for the Harper identity as well and
similar results can be shown for the supplementary postulates. Therefore, the problem of
defining a rational (in the AGM sense) revision operator is actually a different facet of the
problem of defining a rational contraction operator.
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The Generalization of the AGM Theory
It is easy to notice that the intuitions behind the development of the AGM theory are
independent of the actual language used to represent the knowledge. This supports our belief
that the concept of rationality of a belief change operator is independent of the underlying
knowledge representation scheme. Since the AGM theory formally encodes common intuition
about the properties that a rational belief change operator should satisfy, we believe that it
would be of interest to apply the AGM model in any given logic in order to determine the
rationality of a given revision or contraction operator.
The key problem with this approach is that the formulation of the AGM postulates
themselves uses the assumptions made by AGM in the formulation of their theory. Thus, the
AGM postulates do depend on the underlying language, placing the work mainly in the
context of PL and FOL and disallowing its direct application to several languages, including
DLs which are the focus of our work. Indeed, a DL is not necessarily closed under the usual
operators (, , , →, etc), because DL axioms are of equational form (e.g., A⊓B⊑C), so,
for example, the negation of a DL axiom cannot be defined in general. The same holds for
OWL, as well as for many other families of knowledge representation languages [33].
This issue is reminiscent of the connection between the problem of belief change with
ontology evolution: the differences are not on the underlying intuitions, but on the
representation languages and formalisms used. For the AGM theory, since the problem
actually lies on the formulation of this theory instead of its underlying intuition, we feel that it
makes sense to recast it in a setting general enough to contain DLs.
This work focuses on the AGM theory of contraction. Contraction was chosen for our
initial approach because, according to AGM, it is the most fundamental among the three
belief change operators [1], [41]. The theoretical importance of contraction has also been
accepted by most researchers, even though revision is more often used in practical
applications. Our research on the generalization of the revision postulates is currently at a
preliminary stage.
Our approach constitutes a generalization because it only makes one single assumption:
that the underlying logic is described by an <L,Cn> pair, in Tarski’s sense [35]. As explained
before, this general framework engulfs DLs (and OWL), as well as most of the languages that
have been used for knowledge representation (a notable exception being nonmonotonic logics
[4]). It also engulfs all the logics that have been considered in the original AGM framework.
Following that, the definition of the contraction (and revision) operator was extended to
include cases where the contracted expression i`s a set of propositions instead of a single one
[35]. This set should have choice semantics [40]. The motivation for this generalization has
been explained in previous sections. We also made another generalization, allowing the KB to
be any set of propositions (not necessarily a theory). This generalization is purely technical;
we still adopt AGM’s coherence model and we consider K to be a belief set, but for the
definition of the contraction (and revision) function, the input can also be a set which is nonclosed under logical consequence. If one feels uncomfortable with the notion of a KB being a
non-closed set, he could consider that the KB is closed under logical consequence as a preprocessing step before contraction (or revision).
Having set our general framework, the next step of our generalization was to
reformulate the basic AGM postulates of contraction in such a way as to be applicable to all
logics in our more general framework, while preserving the original intuition that led to each
postulate’s definition. The resulting postulates can be found in the following list, where the
naming and numbering of each postulate corresponds to the original AGM naming and
numbering [35]:
(K1) Cn(KX)=KX
(closure)
(K2) KXCn(K)
(inclusion)
(K3) If X⊈Cn(K), then KX=Cn(K)
(vacuity)
(K4) If X⊈Cn(), then X⊈Cn(KX)
(success)
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(K5) If Cn(X)=Cn(Y), then KX=KY
(preservation)
(K6) KCn((KX)X)
(recovery)
It is easy to show that the above postulates coincide with the original ones in the
presence of the AGM assumptions. Unfortunately, a major problem appeared soon after the
reformulation of the postulates: not all logics in our wide framework can admit a contraction
operator that satisfies the (generalized) AGM postulates. On the other hand, there is always an
operator satisfying (K1)-(K5) [35]; this implies that it is the debated recovery postulate
(K6) that causes this problem.
Following this observation, the focus shifted on defining the conditions under which a
logic admits a contraction operator satisfying all 6 postulates; such logics were called AGMcompliant logics. Three different necessary and sufficient conditions for a logic to be AGMcompliant were formulated, based on the notions of decomposability, cuts and max-cuts (see
[35] for details).
These initial results had several interesting side-effects. Firstly, they were formulated in
a very general fashion, allowing them to be applied to any logic that follows Tarski’s model
(not just DLs). Furthermore, this class of logics was shown to have a strong connection with
lattice theory [45]. In [33], an equivalence relation was defined between logics. This relation
has two important properties: first, the class of complete lattices, modulo the standard
equivalence relation on lattices (see [45]) is isomorphic to the class of logics under Tarski’s
model, modulo this equivalence relation; second, equivalent logics have the same status as far
as AGM-compliance is concerned (see [33]). The above results combined show that, as far as
AGM-compliance is concerned, any logic can be equivalently represented as a complete
lattice and vice-versa. In other words, AGM-compliance is a property exclusively related to
the structure of the (complete) lattice that represents the logic. This allows us to use the
richness of lattice-related results to our study of AGM-compliant logics.
Following that, we attempted to apply the AGM theory in the context of a foundational
theory. It is a well-known result from the literature that the AGM postulates are not applicable
to belief bases under the foundational model [39], mainly because of the recovery postulate
(again). However, this is true under the AGM assumptions, so we chose to determine whether
this fact remains true under our more general assumptions. The AGM postulates were once
again reformulated to capture the intuition behind the foundational model. Using an approach
similar to the one used for AGM-compliance, we determined two necessary and sufficient
conditions for a logic to be base-AGM-compliant, based on the notions of base
decomposability and base cuts. These are very strong properties satisfied only by certain
logics outside the AGM framework [33]; for more details on the migration of the AGM
theory to the foundational model see [33], [34], [35].
Given the theoretical foundations set by this work, we tried to determine whether the
AGM theory is applicable to DLs; in other words, we tried to identify the DLs which are
AGM-compliant. This way, we can identify the ontology representation languages in which
the AGM theory of contraction can be applied. Initially, it was shown that all but some trivial
DLs under the CVA model are non-AGM-compliant [35]. For this reason, the CVA model
was abandoned for the purposes of AGM-compliance and the focus shifted on the OVA
model, under which things are more promising.
Indeed, in [36], [37] it was shown that if a DL allows us to define a certain
transformation, then this DL is AGM-compliant (see [37] for details). This transformation is
definable under very generic conditions and its existence depends on the operators,
connectives and axioms allowed by the logic. Certain negative results were also presented,
showing that some logics commonly used in ontologies, including OWL DL and OWL Lite,
are non-AGM-compliant. A detailed list of such logics can be found in [36].
Finally, this study uncovered certain heuristics regarding the AGM-compliance of DLs;
for example, it seems that the existence of role operators usually guarantees AGMcompliance, while the absence of such operators in the presence of role hierarchies usually
results to non-AGM-compliance. Also, role operators sometimes allow the definition of an
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axiom’s negation in a DL; for AGM-compliant DLs with negation, it is possible to define a
revision operator via a contraction operator, using the Levi identity. A more detailed account
of such facts can be found in [36].

Evaluation of AGM-compliance for Ontology Evolution
There is still a long way to go before fully determining the connection between the AGM
theory and DLs. It should be emphasized that AGM-compliance is a property that simply
guarantees the existence of a contraction operator that satisfies the (generalized) AGM
postulates in the DL under question [35]. The extent to which the richness of results related to
the AGM theory can be applied to AGM-compliant DLs still remains to be determined.
Furthermore, the connection of AGM-compliance with the operation of revision, the Levi
identity or the AGM-related representation results [41] is still unexplored.
On the other hand, our approach indicates that important theories from the belief
change literature can be migrated, at least partially, to the world of ontologies. Therefore, it’s
not only the intuitions of the belief change research that can be used in our quest for ontology
evolution algorithms; certain theories themselves could also prove helpful. Moreover, the
application of the AGM theory in this context showed that our ontological framework is
suitable not only for capturing the peculiarities of the ontology representation languages and
the needs of the related applications, but also for allowing the application of belief change
theories to the problem of ontology evolution.

Conclusion and Future Work
Ontologies have recently found several applications in the Semantic Web, as well as in other
areas of AI. Unfortunately, the majority of research studies in the area of ontology
engineering have focused on construction issues [48], with considerably less attention being
given to the problem of changing an ontology in response to a certain need; in effect,
ontologies have been so far mainly treated as being static [49]. However, there are several
reasons why an ontology should change, the most important being changes in the domain, or
changes in the conceptualization of the domain. We have used the term ontology change to
refer to any type of change required in an ontology in response to a certain need.
This work can be divided in two parts: in the first part, we performed a short, critical
literature review covering all the diverse types of ontology change. This allowed us to fix a
certain terminology in an area that is characterized by the use of underspecified terms which
are used with different meanings by different authors. We also reviewed the current state-ofthe-art in each field related to the broad area of ontology change.
In the second part, we restricted our attention to the problem of ontology evolution and
identified certain deficiencies of the currently used methods. We argued that research in
ontology evolution is still at a preliminary, immature stage and outlined the most important
problems currently faced in the field. We also explained why many of the practical
applications of ontology evolution will require a different, more formal, computer-based
approach to the problem.
Towards this aim, we proposed the use of old tricks to address this new problem. More
specifically, we have presented a certain logic-based framework which allows the problem of
ontology evolution to be formulated in terms of the more general problem of belief change
[41], which has been extensively studied in the literature over the past 20 years. The proposed
framework is not based on any additional assumptions except the standard assumptions made
in the ontology evolution field, thus our reformulation is sound in the sense that it does not
alter the properties of the problem in any way. It also allows the ideas and intuitions
appearing in the rich belief change literature to be applied, with only minor modifications, to
the ontology evolution problem. We believe that our approach complements the currently
used methods and could be used as a supplementary tool for ontology maintenance and
evolution.
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As an application of our method, we have sketched a certain attempt ([35], [36]) to
reformulate the AGM theory [1] in the context of DLs [7], one of the leading formalisms for
ontological representation [8], as well as in the context of OWL [22]. This attempt is
exemplary of the research path we are proposing and shows the main problems that are likely
to be encountered during the migration of belief change theories to the context of ontology
evolution.
Our proposition uncovers a different viewpoint on the problem of ontology evolution.
We have only scratched the surface of the relation between ontology evolution and belief
change; much work needs to be done on this issue, both in theoretical and in practical
grounds. The application of specific belief change algorithms or postulations in the context of
ontology evolution could prove interesting and uncover useful approaches to this problem.
The proposed migration of the AGM theory in the ontology evolution context is not complete
either, as only the contraction operator was considered; future work should address the
problem of revision as well.
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